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It

is the intent of this publication

to

provide several methods

to

comply with the adopted

standards of this municipality as well as provide some additional opportunities to conserve energy
and ensure sustainability. "The Guidelines are not intended to be Standards, but are guidelines
only, reflecting the engineering opinions and practices of the committee members. They in no way

replace

the basic need for good engineering judgment based on appropriate

education,

experience, wisdom, and ethics in any particular engineering application."

The City of Amarillo here-in provides an approved structural foundation system that complies or
exceeds compliance with Chapter 4 of the 2015 lnternational Residential Code for One and Two
Family Dwellings.
The presented systems are provided for optional use in design of residential structures that are
considered to comply with City of Amarillo Municipal Code and the 2015 lnternational Residential
Code. These approved systems are applicable only for structures that fall within the criteria
stipulated by the conditions of the approved foundation systems within the city limits of the City
of Amarillo, Texas.

'"fhe function of a residential foundotion is to support the structure. The mojority of
foundations constructed in Texas consist of shollow, stiffened ond reinforced slob-on-ground
foundotions. Many are ploced on exponsive cloys and/or fills. Foundotions ploced on
expansive cloys ond/or fills hove on increased potentiol for movement ond resulting distress.
Notionol building codes have generol guidelines, which moy not be sufficient lor the soil
conditions ond construction methods in the Stote of Texos. The purpose of this document is to
present recommended practice for the design of residentiol foundotions to ougment current
building codes to help reduce foundation related problems. Where the recommendotions in
this document vory from published methods or codes, the differences represent the experience
ond judgment of the mojority of the committee members.
On sites hoving exponsive cloy, fill, and/or other odverse conditions, residentiol foundotions
engineers utilizing the provisions of this
document:(Recommended Proctice for the Design of Residentiol Foundotions). Expansive cloy
is defined as soil hoving o weighted plasticity index greater thon 75 os defined by Building
Reseorch Advisory Boord (BRAB) or o moximum potentiol volume chonge greoter thon 7
percent. This provision should olso apply where local geology or experience indicotes thot
octive clay soils may be present, We propose thot locol ond stote governing bodies odopt this

sholl be designed by licensed

feCOmmended pfOCtiC€." txcerpt Sron: aecommended Prcctice
Se.tion American Society ofAvilEnqineers @ 2002

for the Design of

Residentidl Foundotions, version 7, By the Texos

Table R401.2(al
For use with soits contoining effective Plasticity tndex of 15 IMPORTANTNOTE: lftheWebSoil surveydoesnotstateaAASHTOvalue,theEffectivePl
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DeriSned by a Residential DesiSn Profesrional approved by the C,ry of Amarillo BuildinS Official

lollowing ossumptions ond are considered mandotory uiterio if opplicotion ol

these approved design stondards

ore utilized:

1.

The generic configurations shown in this table are based on procedures recognized by the Reference (4) Wire Reinforcement
lnstitute's (WRl) DesrErn of Stob-on-Ground Foundations WR\/CRSI-81.d

2.

The effective Plasticity lndex (Pl) of the sub-grade/fill is 15 to 20 when computed by the methods presented by the WRl. The
determination of satisfaction of this criterion shall be provided to the Building Official. Methods shown in the appendix may be used
to determine the effective Pl of a specific site or the builder may use the National Recourses Conservation Service Web Soil Survey.
The supporting foundation soils are assumed to have a minimum allowable soil bearing capacity of 1500 psf.
2.7.7.1. Web soil survey can be obtained at: http://websoilsurvev.nrcs.usda.sov
2.L.!.L.t. A AASHTO soil classification value of A6 or A7 will be acceptable criteria of an effective Pl of 15 to 20

3.

All subgrade/fill material shall be compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density and shall be within 2% of optimum
moisture content as determined by ASTM D 598, Standard Proctor, in lifts not exceeding 12 inches (305 mm) in depth.

4.

"Uniform Loads are distributed across the interior floor slabs at 200 psf for single story,275 psf for two story, and 350 psf for three
to be taken into consideration in the final individual
configuration. The foundation plan must depict the anticipated specific loads on the affected foundation location. The foundation
must provide a sufficient soil bearing contact area that does not impose more than 1500 psf structural loading on the soil."
Consideration for foundation design assumes a maximum span 18 feet 3 inches for any exterior openings with a concentrated load
not to exceed 9000 pounds.

story residential structures. Variations in above stated loadings are

5.

All reinforcing steel is Grade 60 (60,000 psi), and all concrete is 3000 psi @ 28 day's cure. All reinforcement must have at least 3" of
cover where exposed directly to soil.

5.

The approved foundation design standards are considered minimum standards for the City of Amarillo. Selected design dimensions
and reinforcement sizes that exceed these provided standards can generally be considered acceptable. Minimum interior slab
thickness is shown as five inches. Exception: Experience demonstrates that four inch thick slabs typically provide adequate structural

stability and overall foundation integrity for structures less than 1800SF.
7.

The effective Plasticity lndex (Pl) of the sub-grade/fill is less than 15 when computed by the methods presented by the WRI
foundation design may utilize any of the approved methods in accordance with Chapter 4 of the lnternational Residential Code. (A of
AASHTO soil classification value of A4 or A5 will be acceptable criteria of an effective Pl of less than 15)
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The Table R4Or.2(b) ls bosed on the lollowing dssumptions ond dre cohsidered nondotory critedo iI dpplicotion of these
qpprcved detign stondads orc utilizcd:
The generic configurations shown in this table are based on procedures recognized by the Reference (4) Wire Reinforcement lnstitute'5

(WRl) Desien of Slab-on-Ground Foundations wRl/CRSI-81.
2.

The effective Plasticity lndex {Pl) of the sub-grade/fill is 21 to 25 when computed by the methods presented by the WRl. The
determination of satisfaction this criterion shall be provided to the Buildint Official. Methods shown in the Appendix may be u5ed to
determine the effective Pl of a specific site or the builder may use the National Recou6es Conservation Service Web Soil Survey. lf no
classification is provided on the Web Soil Survey it is assumed the effective Pl is in the range of 21 to 25 for the Texas Panhandle area. The
supporting foundation soils are assumed to have a minimum allowable soil bearing capacity of 1500 psf.
2.1. web soil survey can be obtained at: bl!pr&9b!qiE!Iy9!!M.Ed!.gqy
2.2 lf the Web Soil survey does not state a AASHTO va lue, the Effective P I is assumed to be 21-25.
All subgrade/fill material shall be compacted to a minimum 95 percent of maximum density and shall be within 2% of optimum moisture
content as determined by ASTM D 698, Standard Proctor, in lifts not exceeding 12 inches (305 mm) in depth

4.

"Uniform Loads are distributed across the interior floor slabs at 200 psf lor single story and 275 psf for two story residential structures.
Variations in above stated loadings are to be taken into consideration in the final individual confiSuration. The foundation plan must
depict the anticipated specific loads on the affected foundation location. The foundation must provide a sufficient soil bearing contact
area that does not impose more than 1500 psf structural loading on the soil." Consideration for foundation design assumes a maximum
5pan 18 feet 3 inches for any exterior openings with a concentrated load not to etceed 9000 pounds.
All reinforcing steel is Grade 60 (60,000 psi), and all concrete is
where exposed directlyto soil.

6.

3OOO

psi @ 28 day's cure. All reinforcement must have at least 3" of cover

The approved foundation design standards are considered minimum standards for the City of Amarillo. Selected design dimensions and
reinforcement sizes that exceed these provided standards can generally be considered acceptable. Minimum interior slab thickness is
shown as five inches. Exception: Experience demonstrates that four inch thick slabs typically provide adequate structural stability and
overall foundation integrity for structures less than 1800SF.
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R-15 OR R-13+1 WALL INSULATION

o

z

I

o
c

z
o

2X6 TREATED SILL PLATE w/ 1/2'
OIA. ANCHOR BOLT OR EOUAL
@ 6'{" O.C. MAX. (EMBEDOED |NTO
FOUNOATION 7-)

R.5 INSULATION, 12" HEIGHT CONT.
@ PERIMETER (CLOSED CELL)

o

z
zc

TERMITE SHIELDNON CORROSIVE

3/16" WEEPS @ 33" O.C MAX. AND
SHALL BE LOCATED IMMEDIATELY
ABOVE THE FLASHING

PER SECTTON R317.1 (1)
PLASTIC CHAIRS (CLIP TO STL, REINF,)
OR EQUIVALENT
FINAL GRADE (CRAWL SPACE)
VAPOR RETARDER (TYP,)

t
o

R,5INSULATION, CONT, @
!o

f-

3,OOO PSI CONC, GRADE BEAM

FINISH GRADE (8" MIN, DISTANCE
FROM EARTH TO SILL PLATE)
(SLOPE GRADE @ 1/2" : FT
FOR 5"O'MIN, AWAY FROM
FOUNDATION)

w/STL,

REINFORCING CONT, @ TOP & BTM, AS
PER TABLE w/ #3 DIA, VERT. TIES
@ 36', O.C.

PERIMETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED
OAr' ENTIRE SURFACE
(NOT REOUIRED FOR INT,
INSUL, FLOOR SYSTEM)
ALTERNATE TO INT, INSULATION:
UTILIZE UNVENTED CRAWL
SPACE AS PER IRC OF 2015,
R408.3
#5 DIA. AARS 1O'X24' DOWELS
@ 24',O.C. (ALT. DIRECTTON)

EXTERIOR FOUNDATION,
CONC. PIER & BEAM
TWO STORY
SCALE:

1" =

1'{"

#s DrA. @ 18', O.C. W (3)#5 DrA.
PTASTIC CHAIRS (CLIPTO STL, REINF.
OR EQUIVALENT (NON'cORROSIVE,
SAND CHAIR)

APPROVED SHEATHING W APPROV,
WEATHER.RESISTANT BARRIER,
LAP OVER BASE COURSE FLASHING
6" MIN. OR AS APPROVED BY MFG,
METAL TIES: NO.22 GA. X 7/8"
CORRUGATED HOT DIPPED GALV,
WOOD DECKING OA/ WOOD
FLOOR FRAII.,IING PER 2015 IRC
MORTAR NET OR APPROVED
MATERIAL
CONT, BASE COURSE FLASHING
Ofu INSULATION
RIM BOARD
R.5 INSULATION, ,I2" HEIGHT CONT,

R.15 OR R.13+1 WALL INSULATION

2X6 TREATED SILL PLATE W 1/2'
DIA. ANCHOR BOLT OR EOUAL
@ 6',-0" o.c. MAx. (EMBEDDED |NTO
FOUNDATION 7-)

@ PERIMETER (CLOSED CELL)
TERMITE SHIELD,
NON,CORROSIVE

3/16'.WEEPS @ 33" O.C. MAX. AND
SHALL BE LOCATEO IMMEDIATELY
ABOVE THE FLASHING

FINISH GRADE (8'MIN, DISTANCE
FROM EARTH TO SILL PLATE)
(SLOPE GRADE @ 1/2" : FT
FOR 5'.0" MIN AWAY FROM
FOUNDATION)

PER SECTTON R317.1 (1)

4
FINAL GMDE (CRAWL SPACE)
VAPOR RETARDER (TYP,)

zI
z

t

o

R-5 TNSULATTON, CONT. @
PERIMETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED
OA/ ENTIRE SURFACE
(NOT REQUIRED FOR INT,
INSUL, FLOOR SYSTEM)

F

a
m

n
3,OOO

:

PER TABLE

m

z

i

t

L,]J

Iam

PSICONC, GRADE BEAM W STL
REINFORCING CONT, @ TOP & ATM, AS
@

W#3

DIA, VERT, TIES

36'O.C.

o

s

tvis

M

ALTERNATE TO INT INSULATION:
UTILIZE UNVENTED CMWL
SPACE AS PER IRC OF 2015.
R408.3
#5 DIA, BARS 1O'X24' DOWELS
@ 24" O.C. (ALr. DTRECTTON)

cz
o
I
o
z

EXTERIOR FOUNDATION
12" CMU STEM WALL
zc SINGLE STORY
SCALET

1" = 1'-0"

#5 DrA. @ 18', O.C.

W (3) #s

DrA.

PLASTTC CHATRS (CLtP TO STL. RETNF.

OR EQUIVALENT (NON.CORROSIVE,

sAND CHArR)

-

zo
m

A
m

q

FOR (2)2X6 GTRDERS ONLY:

a
m

z--l

PIER

t

DIA,

SPACING
PIERS SHALL BE LOCATED @ 5'.0" O,C, IN
EACH DIRECTION

o
c

z

o

!
o
z

zc
TERMITE SHIELD.
NON,CORROSIVE

PER SECTTON R317.1 ('t)

GTRDER, REFER TO tRC 502.5(2)

GIRDER AASE, AOLTTO PIER

FINAL GRADE (CRAWL SPACE)
VAPOR RETARDER (TYP.)

3,000 PSr RoUND coNc. PtER w (4)#4
DIA, VERT, BARS & (2) #3 DIA, HOOPS

PIER DETAIL
INTERIOR
SCALE:

1" =

1'{"

TABLE 401.1 .2 (c)
CLEAR SPAN
OF ROOF
SLAB

SLAB
THICKNESS

6',,o^

0'

REQUIRED REINFORCEMENT
LS

LL

5',

fl4 @ 6" O.C.

#3 @ 10',O.C.

5',

#4 @ 6" O.C.

#3 @ 10',O.C.

10!0"

5'

#4 @ 6' O.C.

#3 @ 10'O.C.

12rO"

6^

#5 @ 8' O.C.

#4 @ 16" O.C.

14',-o',

7"

#5 @ 6" O.C.

fl4@ 12',O.C.

16',-o',

8"

#s@6'oc.

flA @ 12', O.C.

18 0"

9',

#6 @ 8" O.C.

#4 @ 1o',O.C.

20'-0'

r0"

#6 @ 6" O.C.

#4 @ 10',O.C.

8',

GENERAL NOTES

BARS
BELOW

GRADE 60 REINFORCING STEEL. BOTTOM
TO RUN SHORTWAYWITH 3/4" CLEAR
BARS IN ALL

CASES.

3,OOO

BASEMENT N4AY NOT BE USED AS SLEEPING
AREAS UNLESS EMERGENCY ESCAPE OPENINGS
ARE PROVIDED ACCORDING TO IRC SECTION
310.

PSI I\4IN. CONCRETE STRENGTH REOUIRED.

I00PSFL|VELOAD
LOAD.

DESIGN LOADS ASSUMED:
AND 20 PSF PARTITION

NO BEARING WALLS SHALL OCCUR
BASEMENT ROOF

SLAB

ON

MAXIMUI\,4 LENGTH OF STAIR OPENING IN ROOF

SLAB SHALL BE 13'-0'. OPENINGS SHALL HAVE
STEEL SUPPORT BEAM (W12X26, W1OX3O, OR
W8X4O) ON ALL SIDES WHERE NO BEARING WALL
OCCURS: OPENINGS SHALL HAVE A s"
STANDARD PIPE COLUMN WITH CONCRETE
FOOTINGS AT ALL STEEL BEAM INTERSECTIONS.

(4) #5 DrA. VERT. BARS

(2) #5 DrA. VERT.

STANDARD HOOK

BARS

CORNER

INTERSECTION

(2) #5 DrA. VERT.
BARS

__J
;

SINGLE MAT

DOUBLE MAT

REINFORCING AT WALL INTERSECTIONS
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION I\4ANUAL
3-'1

1

oll
L>
NZ

-

zo

rm

vm
9.

o

m

z

I
r

.7t

o

C

z
o

UP 14 RISERS

I

o
z

z
r

C

BASEMENT
8'-0" cErLrNG

BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN
SCALE:

114"

=

1'-O"

!

zI
z

o
m

u
m
q
o
m

z
o

c2
o

I
z

o

z

BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN
SCALE:

114 = 1-O"

PERIMETER FOOTING
SEE FOOTING DETAIL

5'CO[/IPACTED SAND
FILL (TYP.)

I
I
I

#4 DtA. X 4'-0', LONG

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 20'-0' SPAN)

#4 DIA. X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR
60
@ 12" O.C.

TtE BAR @ 24' O.C.
2' MIN. RADIUS BEND

24

-12+

I

j

2' MIN. RADIUS BEND

WATERSTOP

24-

#s DlA. VERTTCAL RE|NF. @ 12' O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)
#4 DIA. HORIZONTAL REINF.

@ 10" o.c.
,I-112'CLEAR

TO VERTICAL REINF.
MrN. (1-3/4' MAX)
UNDISTURBED
SOIL
FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING

F
I

tr

-J
)

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FMMING
w/ R-l3 INSULATION

E

o
o
o
F
o
F.

WATERSTOP

4'TO CENTER LINE OF DOWEL

10'HOOK
(POSTTTON AS

REOUIRED)

6'-0" I\4IN, TO EXT. OF FOUNDATION

TRENCHED BASEMENT WALL DETAIL

SCALE:

112' = 1'-0"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL,

3-14

BASEMENT FLOOR SLAB:
4' THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
o / 4" CoMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

#5 DIA. X 2'-0" LONG DOWEL
@ 16" O.C. W/ 6' EMBEDDED
INTO WALL

W

EPOXY

NOTE:
SEE REINFORCING WALL
INTERSECTION DETAILS
ON PAGE 1,I

PERIMETER FOOTING
SEE FOOTING DETAIL

\

5" COMPACTED SAND
FrLL (TYP.)

I

#4 DrA. X 4'-0. LONG

I

TrE BAR @24" O.C.
2" MIN. RADIUS BEND
24

I
I

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-O'SPAN)

#4 DIA. X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR
60
@ 12" O.C.

2'MIN. RADIUS BEND

tl<l

rxl

-1zq

=-i-.:

I

------.;--i

I
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

!

I

I

I

I

\

FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING
SLOPE 3'HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED ryPE'A'
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA
NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB rS rN PLACE (TYP.)

24r-

':

'-'---

dl
+l
(ol
\l

----"{
WATERSTOP
#6 DlA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ 12" O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)
#4 DIA. HORIZONTAL REINF.
@ 12" O.C.
1.1/2" CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF.
MrN. (1-3/4" MAX)

F

-o

GYP. BD. ON 2X FMMING

I

W R-l3INSULATION

tu
J
J

=
o
_t
o

o
F
o
t*

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COM PACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W/
+A 3 MOISTURE
CONTENT

TIGHT JOINT

'tl;

a
o
LU

J

t

o
o

BASEMENT FLOOR SLAB:
4'THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W/
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16',O.C.E.W. (rYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oN 4" COMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

i;
#5 DIA. BAR 12" X 36" DOWELS

@12" O.C. (ALT. DtRECT|ON)
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

WATERSTOP

8'' FORMED BASEMENT WALL DETAIL

SCALE:

112"

NOTE:
SEE REINFORCING WALL
INTERSECTION DETAILS
ON PAGE 1,I

= 1'-0"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
3-1 5

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-O'SPAN)

PERIMETER FOOTING
SEE FOOTING DETAIL

5'COMPACTED SAND

#4DIA. X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR
60
@ 12" O.C.

FrLL (TYP.)
I

#4 DIA. X 4'-O'LONG

I

TrE BAR @24" O.C.
2" MIN. RADIUS BEND
24

I
I

2" MIN. RADIUS

BEND

24-

1zq
WATERSTOP

#5 DlA. VERTTCAL RETNF. @12" O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

I
I

#4 DIA. HORIZONTAL REINF.
@ 10" o.c.

I
I

\__ ____/

I

1-112" CLEAR TO

VERTICAL REINF.

MrN. (1-3l4'MAX)

FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING

F

SLOPE 3'HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED ryPE'A"
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA
NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB rS rN PLACE (TYP.)

-o

GYP. BD. ON 2X FRAMING
W/ R-13 INSULATION

LU

I

J
J

=
o
_t
O

o
F
o
_t
t-

TIGHT JOINT

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W/
+I3 MOISTURE CONTENT

BASEMENT FLOOR SLAB:
4'THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oN 4" COMPACTED SAND FILL (TYP.)

OI

!:*

#5 DIA. BAR 12'X 36'DOWELS
@ 12" O.C. (ALT. DTRECTION)
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

WATERSTOP

10" FORMED BASEMENT WALL DETAIL

SCALE:

112"

= 1'-0"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
3-1 6

NOTE:
SEE REINFORCING WALL
INTERSECTION DETAILS
ON PAGE 1 1

R-5 INSULATION, CONT. BEHIND SIDING

22G4. PRE-FINISHED METAL

R-15 OR R-,13+1 WALL INSULATION

OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1 .2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'.0' SPAN)
#4 DIA, X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR
60
@ 12"
2" MIN. RADIUS BEND 241

R.5 INSULATION, CONT, @

PERIMETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED OA/
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CELL)

O.C.

DRAINAGE BOARD SYSTEM
FINISH GMDE (8' MIN.
DISTANCE FROI\4 EARTH TO
SILL PLATE) (SLOPE GRADE
@ '112" i Fr FOR 5'-0' MlN.
AWAY FROM FOUNDATION

WATERSTOP

SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED ryPE 'A'
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA 4

#6 DrA. VERTTCAL RE|NF. @ 12' O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)
#4 DIA. HORIZONTAL REINF.
@ 12" O.C.
1-112" CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF.

rvIN. (1-3i4" rvtAx)

FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING
WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W
+/- 3 MOISTURE CONTENT
NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB IS IN PLACE (ryP.)

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FRAMING
W R.l3 INSULATION

J
J
L
=L
o

(L

o
F
o
o
TIGHT JOINT

#5 DIA. BAR 12' X 36'
DOWELS @ 12' O.C.

WATERSTOP

(ALr.

4' PERFORATED PVC PIPE

DTRECTTON)

BASEMENT FLOOR SLAB;
4'THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W/
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EOUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oA/ 4', COMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

W/ WELL GRADED GRAVEL

FILTER FABRIC @ TOP
& SIDE OF GRAVEL

o
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

3'CLR.

3'CLR.

SUMP PUMP (REFER TO
I\,4ANUFACTURER

(4) #5 DtA. BARS

8" FORMED BASEMENT PERIMETER
WALL DETAIL W/ SIDING

SCALE:

112"

= 1'-0"
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
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R-5 INSULATION, CONT. BEHIND SIDIN(
R-l5 OR R-l3+1 WALL INSULATION

22GA. PRE-FINISHED METAL
OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION
R-10 INSULATION, CONT. @
PERIIVIETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED OA/
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CELL)

CONCRETE SLAB. SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'.0' SPAN)

#4 DIA. X 7'-O' LONG TIE BAR
@ 12" O.C.
2' MIN. MDIUS BEND

DRAINAGE BOARD SYSTEM

60

24f-

rl

FINISH GRADE (8' MIN.
DISTANCE FROM EARTH TO
SILL PLATE) (SLOPE GRADE
@ 1/2" : FT FOR 5'-0" N,llN.
AWAY FROM FOUNDATION

fil
dl
-t

sl
WATERSTOP

SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4' VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE 'A'
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA 4

{

#5 DrA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ '12',O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)
#4 DIA. HORIZONTAL REINF.

@

10'o.c.

1-112' CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF.

lillN. (1-3/4' MAX)

FOUNDATION
DAN4PPROOFING

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM.D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR w/
+/. 3 I\4OISTURE CONTENT
NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB IS IN PLACE (TYP.)

GYP, BD. OAr' 2X FRAMING
W R-13 INSULATION

)
J

B
TL

o
tL
o
F
o
o

TIGHT JOINT

#5 DtA. BAR 12" X 36"
DOWELS @ 12" O.C.

WATERSTOP

(ALT. DTRECTTON)

4" PERFORATEO PVC PIPE
W WELL GRADED GMVEL

BASEN4ENT FLOOR SLAB:

4'THK.

3,OOO

PSI CONC. SLAB

W

#3 DlA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oA/ 4' COMPACTED SAND FILL (TYP.)

FILTER FABRIC @ TOP
& SIDE OF GRAVEL

o
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

3'CLR.

3' CLR.

(4) #s DlA. BARS

O' FORMED BASEMENT PERIMETER
WALL DETAIL W SIDING

1

SCALE:

112"

= 1-0"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
3-18

SUMP PUI\4P (REFER TO
MANUFACTURER
REQUIREMENTS)
NOTE:
SEE REINFORCING WALL
INTERSECTION DETAILS
ON PAGE 1,I

MORTAR NET OR APPROVED
MATERIAL

%6'WEEPS @ 33" O.C. MAx AND
SHALL BE LOCATED IMMEDIATELY
ABOVE THE FLASHING (TYP. - FLASH
FIRST COURSE ABOVE GRADE)
22GA. PRE-FINISHED METAL
OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION
R-5 INSULATION, CONT. @
PERIMETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOF!NG EXTENDED OA/
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CEtL)

CONT. BASE COURSE FLASHING OA/
INSULATION
R-5 INSULATION, 12" HEIGHT CONT.
@ PERIMETER (CLOSED CELL)
CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 20'-0" SPAN)
#4 DIA. X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR
60
@ 12" O.C.
2" MIN. RADIUS BEND

DRAINAGE BOARD SYSTEM

24-

FINISH GRADE (8" MIN.
DISTANCE FROM EARTH TO
srLL PLATE) (SLOPE GRADE
@ 1/2. ; FT FOR 5 -0" MlN.
AWAY FROI\4 FOUNDATION

WATERSTOP

*

%'cr-enn

SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE "A"
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA

#5 DtA. VERTTCAL RE|NF. @ 12'.O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING

MrN. (1-3/4' MAX)

#4 DIA. HORIZONTAL REINF.
@ 10' o.c.
1-112" CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF.

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W/
+/. 3 MOISTURE CONTENT
NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB IS IN PLACE (TYP,)

)J

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FRAMING
W R-13 INSULATION

LL
=

o
IL
o
F
o
o
TIGHT JOINT

#5 DtA. BAR '12" X 36"
DOWELS @ 12'. O.C.

WATERSTOP

(ALT. DIRECTION)

4' PERFORATED PVC PIPE
W WELL GRADED GMVEL

BASEMENT FLOOR SLAB:
4" THK. 3,000 PSt CONC. SLAB w/
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16',O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oA/ 4" COMPACTED SAND FrLL (TYP.)

FTLTER FABRTC @ TOP

& SIDE OF GMVEL

o
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

SUMP PUMP (REFER TO
MANUFACTURER

3" CLR.

REOUIREIVIENTS)
(4) #s DrA. BARS

10" FORMED BASEMENT PERIMETER
WALL DETAIL W/ BRICK

SCALE:

112"

NOTE:
SEE REINFORCING WALL
INTERSECTION DETAILS
ON PAGE 11

='l'-O"
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
3-19

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401 .1 .2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-O'SPAN)

PERIIVETER FOOTING
SEE FOOTING DETAIL

5' COMPACTED SAND

-\
I
I

#4 DIA. X 7'.0' LONG TIE BAR
60
@ i 6"

FILL (TYP.)
#4 DIA. X 4'-0" LONG
rE BAR @ 32"
^
2" MtN. RADIus BEND lz

o.c.

zi utu. nlotus BEt.to

o.c. 4

24-

I
I

KNOCK-OUT Wi (2) #5 W/ 3,000 PSr
PEA GRAVEL CONC.

I
I

LT. WT. CONCRETE MASONRY
UNIT w/ FILLED CELLS @ REINFORCING
w/ 3,OOO PSI PEA GRAVEL CONCRETE

4

I
I

I

6'-0. MtN.

FOUNDATION DAMPPROOFING
SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE "A'
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA
NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB IS IN PLACE (TYP.)

1-1l2' CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF. MIN.
(1-3l4" MAXXTNSTDE FACE OF BLOCK)
#6 DrA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ '16',O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

F
I

tr
I
J
J

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FMMING
W/ R.13 INSULATION

=
o
o

HORIZ TRUSS TYPE @
16', O.C. VERT.

o
F
o

TIGHT JOINT

F-

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTI\4.D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W
+/. 3 MOISTURE CONTENT

4" THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W/

#3 DrA. BARS @ 16', O.C.E.W- (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
o / 4' CoMPACTED SAND FILL (TYP.)

I z'-o'
I

(oNE STORY)

8'CMU BASEMENT WALL DETAIL
SCALE: 112" = 1-O"
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
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I

1

#5 DIA. BAR 12" X 36' DOWELS
(ALT. DTRECTTON) @ 16" O.C. 361

isEs

DrA.

Bnns

'

:

12

PERIMETER FOOTING
SEE FOOTING DETAIL

5' COMPACTED SAND
I
I

FILL (TYP.)
#4 DtA. X 4'-0" LONG
24
TtE BAR @ 32'. O.C.
-124
2" MIN, RADIUS BEND

I

1

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-O' SPAN)

#4 DIA. X 7'.0' LONG TIE BAR
@ 16" O.C.
2' MIN. MDIUS BEND

OU

24f-

1 s/8',

I

KNOCK-OUT W/ (2) #5
PEA GMVEL CONC.

I
I

I
I

,1-,I/2"

6'-0'MrN.

(1

FOUNDATION DAI\4PPROOFING
SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT,
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE 'A"
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA

F
I
(,

CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF. MIN.
-3/4', r\,rAXXtNStDE FACE OF BLOCK)

#5 DrA. VERTICAL RETNF. @ 16" O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

IU

I

J
J

NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL TOP
SLAB IS IN PLACE (TYP.)

PSr

LT, WT. CONCRETE MASONRY
uNrT w FTLLED CELLS @ RETNFORCTNG
W 3,OOO PSI PEA GRAVEL CONCRETE

"L

I

W 3,000

o
o
o
F
o
t-

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR w/
+/. 3 MOISTURE CONTENT

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FMMING
W R-13 INSULATION
HORTZ. TRUSS TYPE @

16" O.C. VERT.

TIGHT JOINT

4" THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W
#3 DtA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP.)

OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oA/ 4' COMPACTED SAND FILL (TYP.)

o
#5 DIA, BAR 12'X 36" DOWELS
(ALT. DtRECTTON) @ 16',O.C. 361
12
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

12" CMU BASEMENT WALL DETAIL

SCALE:

't12"

= 1'-O"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
3-21

22 GA. PRE-FINISHED I\4ETAL
OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION

R.5 INSULATION, CONT. BEHIND SIDING
R-15 OR R-13+1 WALL INSULATION
CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 20'-0" SPAN)
#4 DIA, X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR
60
@ 12
)i [,trr{. Rnorus

R-5 INSULATION, CONT. @
PERII\4ETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED OA/
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CELL)

0.C.

DRAINAGE BOARD SYSTEM

FtNtsH GRADE (8"

geNo

zcf-

r\4rN.

DISTANCE FROM EARTH TO
SILL PLATE) (SLOPE GRADE
@ 1/2" : FT FOR 5'-0" MlN.
AWAY FROM FOUNDATION
KNOCK-OUT W (2) #5
PEA GMVEL CONC,

SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE 'A'
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA

W 3,000

PSI

LT. WT, CONCRETE MASONRY
UNIT W FILLED CELLS @ REINFORCING
W/ 3,OOO PSI PEA GRAVEL CONCRETE
,I-,1i2"

FOUNDATION

CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF
MrN. (1-3/4" MAX)

DAIVIPPROOFING

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W/
+I 3 MOISTURE CONTENT F
I

#6 DtA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ 16" O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

o

NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL
TOP SLAB IS IN PLACE

(rYP.)

LIJ

I

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FRAMING
W R-13 INSULATION

=
o
o

HORIZ TRUSS TYPE @
16', O.C. VERT.

o
to

TIGHT JOINT

))

#5 DIA. BAR 12'X 36' DOWELS
(ALT. OTRECTTON) @ 16'O.C. 36L

F.

4" THK, 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W/

#3 DrA. BARS @ 16'O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
OA/ 4' COMPACTED SAND FILL (TYP.)

FILTER FABRIC @ TOP
& SIDE OF GRAVEL

4" PERFOMTED PVC PIPE
W/ WELL GRADED GRAVEL
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

8' CMU BASEMENT PERIMETER
WALL DETAIL W/ SIDING

SCALE:

112"

= 1'-0"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
3-22

2'-O"

SUMP PUMP (REFER TO
I\4ANUFACTURER
REQUIREMENTS)

22 GA, PRE.FINISHED METAL
OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION
R-5 INSULATION, CONT. @
PERIMETER W/ SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED OA/
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CELL)

R-5 INSULATION, CONT. BEHIND SIDING
R-15 OR R-13+1 WALL INSULATION
CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-0" SPAN)
#4 DIA. X 7'-O' LONG TIE BAR
@ 12"
60

I

DRAINAGE BOARD SYSTEM

O.C.

i/tt!. Raotus agr.ro

24f-

FINISH GRADE (8' MIN.
DISTANCE FROM EARTH TO
SILL PLATE) (SLOPE GRADE
@ 'll2" : FT FOR 5 -0" MlN.
AWAY FROM FOUNDATION
SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE 'A"
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA
FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING
WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM.D698 COMPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W/
F
+/- 3 MOISTURE CONTENT
I

KNOCK-OUT W/ (2) #5 W/ 3,000 PSr
PEA GRAVEL CONC.
LT. WT. CONCRETE MASONRY

UNIT W FILLED CELLS @ REINFORCING
W/ 3,OOO PSI PEA GRAVEL CONCRETE
1-1l2" CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF,
MlN. (1-3l4" MAX)

#5 DtA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ 16',O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

o

NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL
TOP SLAB IS IN PLACE

(rYP.)

ul

I
J
J

GYP. BD. OA/ 2X FRAMING
W/ R-l3 INSULATION

o
o
o
F
o

HORIZ TRUSS TYPE @
16" O.C. VERT.

t

t-

TIGHT JOINT

#5 DIA. BAR 12'X 36" DOWELS
(ALT. DTRECTTON) @ 16" O.C. 36L
12

4'THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W/
#3 DtA. BARS @ 16', O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oAr' 4" COMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

FILTER FABRIC @ TOP
& SIOE OF GRAVEL

4' PERFORATED PVC PIPE

W WELL GRADED GRAVEL

SUMP PUMP (REFER TO
MANUFACTURER
REQUIREMENTS)

(3) #5 DrA. BARS

12' CMU BASEMENT PERIMETER
WALL DETAIL W/ SIDING

SCALE:

112"

= 1'-O"
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL

3-23

22 GA. PRE-FINISHED METAL
OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401 .1 .2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-O' SPAN)

R-5 INSULATION, CONT. @
PERIMETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED OA/
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CELL)

#5 DIA. X 6'-0' LONG TIE BAR
60

@ 16', O.C.
2" MIN. RADIUS BEND

241-

DRAINAGE BOARD SYSTEIVI

FlNrsH GRADE (8' MtN.
DISTANCE FROM EARTH TO
SILL PLATE) (SLOPE GRADE
@ 112" : Fr FOR 5'-0' MlN.
AWAY FROM FOUNDATION
KNOCK-OUT W/ (2) #5
PEA GMVEL CONC.

SLOPE 3' HORIZ. TO 4'VERT.
FOR UNDISTURBED TYPE 'A'
SOILS ONLY AS PER CFR
TRENCH SAFETY CRITERIA

W 3,000

PSr

LT. WT. CONCRETE MASONRY
UNIT W FILLED CELLS @ REINFORCIN
W/ 3,OOO PSI PEA GRAVEL CONCRETE

FOUNDATION
DAI\4PPROOFING
WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COI\,IPACTED FILL
TO 90% STD. PROCTOR W
F
+/- 3 I\4OISTURE CONTENT
I

1.1/2'CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF.
MrN. (1-3l4'. MAX)

#5 DrA. VERTTCAL RE|NF. @ 16" O.C.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLICES)

o

NOTE:
NO BACKFILLING UNTIL
TOP SLAB IS IN PLACE

(rYP.)

LX

I

GYP. BD. OA,/ 2X FRAMING
W/ R-l3 INSULATION

J

=
o
o

HORTZ TRUSS TYPE @

o
F
o

TIGHT JOINT

16" O.C. VERT.

#5 DIA. BAR 12' X 36' DOWELS
(ALT. DTRECTON) @ 16" O.C. 36L

t-

12

4" THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB

w/

#3 DrA. BARS @ 16'O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oA/ 4" COMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

FILTER FABRIC @ TOP
& SIDE OF GRAVEL

SUI\4P PUMP (REFER TO

MANUFACTURER
REOUIREMENTS)

4" PERFORATED PVC PIPE
W/ WELL GRADED GRAVEL
(3) #5 DrA. BARS

12' CMU BASEMENT PERIMETER
WALL DETAIL W/ BRICK
SCALE: 112" = 1'-0"
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
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(4) #5 DrA. BARS

R-5 INSULATION, CONT. BEHIND SIDIN
22 GA.PRE-FINISHED METAL
OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION

8" OR 12"
R.15 OR R-13+1 WALL INSULATION

APPROVED WINDOW WELL
SYSTEM

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'.0'SPAN)

#4 DIA. X 7'-O'LONG TIE BAR

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED
FILL TO 90% STD.

@ 12"

O.C.

| " . ..''

:.:,.....'-

66

2'MIN. RADIUS BEND

18'-

PROCTORWT+t-3
MOISTURE CONTENT

===:F?=:==.7-i=_=
=!L:,

iii-.

FRAMING W/

R-l3INSULATION
#4 DrA. HORZ. RETNF. @ 1o',O.C.

(2) #5 DrA. BAR CONT.
EGRESS WINDOW PER2012
rRC (DO NOT EXCEED 4'-0" WrDE)

F

-I

R-10 TNSULATTON, (CLOSED CELL)

IU

I

CONT.@PERIMETERWSELF

INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR DETAILS

J
J

ADHERED WATERPROOFING
EXTENDED OA/ ENTIRE SURFACE

8',- #6 DrA. VERTTCAL RETNF. @ 12" O.C

=
o

12" - #5 DrA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ 12" O.
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLTCES)

O

o
F
o
_t

1-1l2" CLEAR TO VERTICAL REINF.
MrN. (1-314" MAX)
TIGHT JOINT

F.

#5 DIA. BAR 12" X 36" DOWELS
(ALT. DTRECTTON) @ 16'O.C. 36L

12

4'THK.

PSI CONC. SLAB W/
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (rYP.)
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oN 4" COMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING

3,OOO

o
FTLTER FABRTC @ TOP

& SIDE OF GMVEL

4'PERFOMTED PVC PIPE
W/ WELL GRADED GRAVEL
(3) #5 DrA. BARS
WATERSTOP

SUMP PUMP (REFER TO
MANUFACTURER
REOUTREMENTS)
)

(4) #5 DrA. BARS

8'' OR 12" FORMED BASEMENT PERIMETER WALL
W/ WINDOW DETAIL

SCALE:

112"

NOTE:
SEE REINFORCING WALL
INTERSECTION DETAILS
ON PAGE 11

= 1'-0"
PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL

3-2s

R-5 INSULATION, CONT. BEHIND
22 GA. PRE-FINISHED METAL

8'OR

OR STUCCO OA/ INSULATION

SIDINC

12"

R-15 OR R-13+1 WALL INSULATION

APPROVED WINDOW WELL
SYSTEM

CONCRETE SLAB, SEE TABLE
R401.1.2 (C) (SLAB CANNOT
EXCEED 2O'-O'SPAN)

#4 DIA. X 7'-0" LONG TIE BAR

WALL CONSTRUCTION ONLY:
ASTM-D698 COMPACTED
FILL TO 90% STD.
PROCTOR WI +I-3
MOISTURE CONTENT

@ 12"

O.C.

66

2" MIN. RADIUS BEND

18I-

GYP. BD. ON 2X FMMING

W/ R-l3INSULATION
16" DP. U-BLOCK W (2) #5 DrA.
BARS. FILLED W/ 3,OOO PSI
PEA GRAVEL, LINTEL TO BEAR
ON EA. JAMB,8" MIN.
EGRESS WINDOW PER2012
tRC (DO NOT EXCEED 4'-0" WrDE)
NOTE:
SEE
MANUFACTURERS
INSTALLATION
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR DETAILS

F

-o
tU

I

J
-J

R-10 TNSULATTON (CLOSED CELL),

coNT. @ PERTMETERW/SELF
ADHERED WATERPROOFING
EXTENDED OA/ ENTIRE SURFACE

8'- #6 DrA.

VERTTCAL RETNF. @ 12" O.C.
12" - #5 DlA. VERTTCAL REINF. @ 12" O.C
(FULL LENGTHS, NO SPLTCES)

=
O
O

o
F

1-112" CLEAR TO

VERTICAL REINF.

MtN. (1-3l4',MAX)

O
_t
t-

HORIZ TRUSS TYPE @ 16',O.C. VERT.
TIGHT JOINT

#s DlA. BAR 12. X 36'DOWELS 36L
(ALT. DTRECTTON) @ 16" O.C.
12
4'THK. 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP )
OR EQUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
oN 4" COMPACTED SAND F|LL (TYP.)

FOUNDATION
DAMPPROOFING

FTLTER FABRTC @ TOP

& SIDE OF GRAVEL

4" PERFOMTED PVC PIPE
W/WELL GRADED GRAVEL

SUMP PUMP (REFER TO

(3) #5 DrA. BARS
(TWO STORY)

8" OR 12'CMU BASEMENT PERIMETER WALL
W/ WINDOW DETAIL

SCALE:

112"

= 1'-0"

PANHANDLE RESIDENTIAL FOUNDATION MANUAL
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MANUFACTURER
REQUIREMENTS)

R 13 WALL INSIJLATION
1/2'DIA, ANCHOR BOLT OR EOUAL
@ 6',4',O.C. MAX. (EMBEDDED |NTO
FOUNDATION

ENERGY NOTE]
IF ACCESSORY BUILDING IS NOTA CONDITIONED
SPACE THE R.1O CONT, INSULATION @
PERIMETER GMDE BEAM MAY BE OMITTED,

7)

REFER TO TABLE R401.2 (a)oR (b)
FORTHK, 3,OOO PSI CONC. SLAB W
#3 DrA. BARS @ 16" O.C.E.W. (TYP.)
OR EOUIVALENT REINFORCING WIRE
#4 DtA. X 4',{',LONG TrE BAR @ 32'O.C.
2'MIN, RADIUS BEND 24

R-5 tNSULATION. CONT @
PERIMETER W SELF ADHERED
WATERPROOFING EXTENDED OAr'
ENTIRE SURFACE (CLOSED CELL)

REBAR LOCATION @ TOP 1/2
OR UPPER 1/3 OF SLAB

22GA PRE"FINISHED METAL OR

4" COMPACTEO SAND FILL (TYP.)

FINISH GMDE (8'MIN, DISTANCE
FROM EARTH TO SILL PLATE)
(SLOPE GMDE @ 1/2" : FT FOR
5'.0'MIN, AWAY FROM
FOUNDATION)

-1za

zI
z
o
m

vm

STUCCO OA/ INSULATION

PLASTTC CHATRS (CLIP TO STL. REtNF.)
oR EOUTVALENT (NON-CORROSTVE)

GMDE BEAM W STL,
REINFORCING CONT, @ TOP & BTM, AS
PER TABLE W 43 DIA, VERT TIES @ 36'O,C
3,OOO PSI CONC.

q
o
m

z

I

o
c

zo

Io
z
z
i.,

>

INSULATED ACCESSORY BU lLDl NG,
MONOLITHIC
SCALE: 1'= 1'{"

sEE rABLE R4o1.2ia) oR (b)

NOTE:
THIS FOUNDATION DETAIL IS APPROVED FOR
WITH DETACHED ONE.STORY GROUP U WOOD
FMME BUILDINGS LESSTHAN SIX HUNDREO
SOUARE FEEI IN GROSS FLOOR AREA, AND
LOCATED ON THE SAME SITE WITH A GROUP R.3
OCCUPANCY

o!

tsz
I
z
o

-m

DESIGN OF STRUCTUML
ELEMENT OR SYSTEMS
SHALL COMPLY W
SECTION R301.1 IRC

7
m
a
o
m

z-t

tr
al

o
C

z

o

{

6

z
zc

r

TERMITE SHIELD
NON-CORROSIVE
EXTEND SKIRTING TO GRADE
AROUND PERIMETER APPROVED
MATERIAL TO BE IN CONTACT
WITH THE EARTH

GIRDER, REFER TO
rRc 502.5(1)
GIRDER BASE,BOLT TO
PIER EMBEDDED 7" INTO
FOUNDATION

FINISH SOIL GRADE, 4" SLOPE IN
FIRST sLO'FROM THE FOUNDATION,
1% THEREAFTER

3,000 PSt RoUND coNC. PIER W (4) #4
DrA. VERT. BARS & (2) #3 DrA. HOOPS

I

UNINSULATED
ACCESSORY BUILDING
TREATED FLOOR SYSTEM
SCALE:

1" =

1'{"

SPACED
8',-0"

o.c. MAx

tJ

o

DESIGN OF STRUCTURAL
ELEMENT OR SYSTEMS
SHALL COMPLY W/
SECTION R301.1 IRC

TERMITE SHIELD
NON-CORROSIVE
EXTEND SKIRTING TO GRADE
AROUND PERIMETER APPROVED
MATERIAL TO BE IN CONTACT
WITH THE EARTH

GIRDER, REFER TO

rRc s02.5(1)
GIRDER BASE,BOLT TO
PIER EMBEDDED 7" INTO
FOUNDATION

'+-+i=+
.il

IN -

FINISH SOIL GMDE,4" SLOPE
FIRST 5'.0" FROM THE FOUNDATION,
1% THEREAFTER

!

zI
z

3,000 PSt RoUND coNc. P|ER W (4) #4
DrA. VERT. BARS & (2) #3 DtA. HOOPS

o
r
m
n

ii

' llll"e,il
'I

,[. ,
I ,
I
lt
.I
ll
ll
il
ll' '
tF
ll: i
ll
ilI
,.[.
'il,ll'll
lt '
il'.
ll ,
_il
lt
il'
It
il.

=fr==#-r

m

9.

o
m

z-t

r'Tl

o
C

z
o
-l

o

z
z

OC

$>
@r

UNINSULATED
ACCESSORY BUILDING
NON-TREATED FLOOR SYSTEM

SCALE:

1" =

1'{"

SPACED
8L0" O.C. MAx

ltt;
_z
.;E
:l F
,=lll;

-l

a-o

io>
oz
I

zo
r

m

7
m
a
o
m

z
I
r-n

C

z
o

--{

1/2'OR GREATER

o

z

REINFORCING BARS
(TYP.) STUB OUT

zC

-

I

,.
.E

CLAMP SUITABLE FOR
ENCASEMENT
,1. , t)

GROUNDING DETAIL
1"=1-0'

SECTION 4

-

Tools and Resources

The following pages contain a collection of usefultools and resources to aid in proper foundation
design.

Methodology for Determining the "Effective Pl"
By Roy Tillery P.E.

The following is the methodology for determining the "Effective Pl" of any site; as taken from the
WRI "Design of Slab on Ground Foundations" of August 1981 (TF700-R-03), page 5.

The WRI reference uses an example to explain the method. The following method is in my own
words and my own example to help explain the method. I try to go into a little more detail than
provided by the WRI to hopefully add some clarity:

for depth) of soil is assigned a "weighted factor" (F).
For soil layers from the surface to the 5 foot depth, the F = 3'
For soil layers from the 5 foot to 10 foot depth, the F = 2For soil layers at the 10 foot to 15 foot depth, the F=1.

Each layer (D

The ,,Effective Pl" is computed by the multiplication of the each soil layer depth (D) times its
weighted factor (F) times the respective soil layer's plasticity index (Pl); or D x F x Pl'
is then
Then this term for each soil layer is summed for the total depth of 15 feet. This sum
divided by the sum of the weighted factors for each depth times the respective depth. The
following example illustrates this process by use of a table:
Weighted
Factor (F)

FxD

0'-2' (2' thick layer)
2'-5' (3' thick layer)

3

6

25

150

3

9

18

5'-8', (3' thick layer)
8'-10' (2' thick layer)
10'-15' (5' thick layer)

2

6

t7

2

4

76

762
102
64

7

5

L6

80

Soil Layer Depth
(D)

517uilvs

Pl --

(Sunr of Fx Dx Pl)/(Sumof

Efiedive

Pt

FxD) =

Soil Layer Pl

FxDxPl

(Pt)

5S8/a0

lor this site is 78.6

=

tS'0
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IOUNDATIONS FOR A BETTER FUTURE
The Great Sage once said, "Let your heart soar to the stars, but keep your feet on the ground."
I say, "Build your building as fancy as you please, but start with a firm foundation." While my saying probably doesn't compare
quite so well or is as lofty as the Great Sage, but to do other than building with a firm foundation could lead you to profound misery

and poveny.
lf you were a "Dallas" night time TV soap opera fan such as I was, you will surely remembe. the downfall of the poor-boy son of
ole Jock Ewing, Ray Krebbs. He was a would-be bi8-time wheeler-dealer, and tried to make it big in residential developments in order
to be like his more prosperous half brother, J.R. But be failed when his sites were found to have poor soils which required expensive
footings. Poor ole Ray had to go back to being the old ranch hand he started out as and where he decided he should have never left
anyway -just because of poor soils and expensive foundations.
NowpoorRayKrebbswasjusta make-believeT.V big-time loser. Wearereal peoplewith real dreams using realtime and money.
It was fine for ole Ray to go bust, because he never had nuthin'anyway; but that's a scenario we would like to avoid in our real-world
lives.

Unfortunately, I have many opportunities to watch situations such as ole Ray's, occur in my practice of soils and foundation
engineering. I have often been called out to evaluate problems with structures and foundations after the damage has been done, and
the money is about to be spent.
i often see excessive dollars spent on site preparations and foundations that provide marginal results. i also see insufficient
dollars spent and minimal attention given on site preparations and foundation placements, which will eventually cause additional
costs and unnecessary grief.

to provide some background for any one who finds themselves involved in any kind of
builder, sub-contractor, or anyone interested or involved in the construction process of the
project,
an
owner,
be
they
construction
foundation and all features related to the foundation
This booklet has been prepared

Get it Right, Right from the

sta*l

The key to successful investments in structuralfoundation systems are the preparation ofthefoundationplan.
ln this booklet, we shall discuss the initial site evaluation. The site conditions must first be considered. Soil types, geology, and
circumstances involving water and drainage are all factors that will effect the outcome of the suitability of the foundation system and
Resources available on the site should be used economically and
the eventual successful outcome of the structural system.
harmoniously with the structure.
The foundation should be designed to be efficiently compatible with the on-site conditions and with local convention if at all
possibte. The designer should have a thorough understanding of the soil-to-foundation interaction. Potential site soil or geology
problems should be understood and dealt with. The site should be properly prepared for the foundation structure prior to any
placements. proper site drainage should be assured. This booklet will delve into specific details regarding this process.

Types of Structures/Types of Foundation Systems

structure, whether it be residential, commercial, or industrial/specialty will play a maior role in the
foundation configuration. The type of site and geology shall dictate largely the foundation system, as will the prior site
preparation or site improvement circumstances. A foundation system may be very standard, or it may be very unique. The

The type

of

suitability to the use of the structure and the site adaptability shall dictate the type of foundation system to be used. This booklet
shall discuss the matching of foundation types to the site and their use in relative detail.
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PART 1: EVALUATING SITE CONDITIONS

The first step to any anticipated construction project is site selection. A preliminary site evaluation is essential even prior to site
selection. Just ask poor ole Ray Krebbs about site selection. lt may often be far advantageous to select another site if poor soils on
the proposed site could add significantly to the cost of the foundation, and thus the entire structure.

Of course, some knowledge of Seology and site soil condition evaluation would be prerequisite in any preliminary site

evaluation.

Common local knowledge is often

helpful.

However, common local knowledge doesn't always reveal a site-specific
of understanding of site conditions are ascertained.
This part of the booklet shall discuss site conditions, geology, and basic soil engineering principals that can be used by anyone
with a rudimentary understanding of the basics.

problem

No one should ever seriously contemplate a site untO some type

The l.rnified Soils Classification System

Most engineers who deal with soils in construction utilize a methodology of the classification of soils known as the Unified Soils
classification system. This method of soil classification is based on a few simple physical characteristics of soils combined with a
universally understood "languagell of soils engineering. By being conversant in the "language" of soils engineering, anyone can
visualize the circumstances of the site by the study of a soil report, by simple laboratory tests, and by other persons involved in the
business of site preparations and evaluations.
The Unified soils classification system (Uscs) divldes all soils on the surface of the earth into four separate categories as follows:

SoilTvpe

..................

...................... USCS Svmbot

Rock/Gravels
Sands

................. s

Clays

Silts
Simple enough, wouldn't you say? lt gets a little more complex, but not much.
A method of quantifying what classifies each of these soil types stands to follow. Two primary tests
or physical characteristics
help make this happen. These physical characteristics are known as the "sieve analysis" and the soilis ,'AtterburgLimits',.
The sieve analysis is easy enough to explain and conceptualize. A sieve analysis of a soil is simple just
a; it says. The soil is
passed through different sizes of sieves, or screens, to determine the amount
of soil that fits certain siz;s of particles in any given
soil. The unified soils classificaflon system provides thresholds for each soil type to given
sizes as follows:
Sieve Analysm
Soil Class (USCS Symbol)

Size

Rock/Gravel(G)

3" to #4 Sieve {About 1/4")

sand (s)

f4

Clay (c)

Smaller than

ofSoil Particles

Sieve (About 1/4")to e2O0 Sieve
(.075 millimeter or nearly microscopic)

i200 Sieve (Microscopic)

and Plastic

silt (M)

Smaller than #200 Sieve {Microscopic)
and Non-PIastic

Coarse Grained Soils - Greater than 50% Retained on the fl200 Sieve
Fine Grained Soils - Less

than 50% Retained on

#2OO Sieve

ln the above classification, I introduced the term ',plastic,, without explanation.
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I did say it would get a

little more complicated,

and this is it. However, a simple explanation should help clarify the matter. This is where I introduce the concept of "Atterburt
Limits".

Atterburg l-imits
Atterburg limits are terms that measure a soil's state under different conditions of moisture content. Three terms are used to
describe the "Atterburg Limits" of a soil. These terms are "liquid limit (LL)", "plastic limit (PL)", and "plasticity index (Pl)".
tn order to visualize the concepts of liquid limit and plastic limit, we first must visualize a lump of soil. Let's say that this lump
of soil is initially very dry. Thinkofthis lump of soil as a "clod" of soil. Everyone knows that a clod ofsoil behavesasa solid and
not often easy to break apart. Let's assume for the moment that this clod is a lump of clay-type soil
Plastic

is

limit!!

Now bring this clod of soil into the kitchen and place it on a plate. Add small amounts of water to the clod, and begin to knead
on the clod as if it were bread dough. Keep adding water to the clod until it behaves as child's molding day. Once the soil lump
behaves more as molding clay than as a solid lump, it is now considered to be plastic. Now take a sample of this soil, weigh it, then
put it in the oven and dry it. After it's dry, weigh it again. The difference in the weight is the amount of water that was in the soil
content where it
before it was dried. Divide the weight of this water by the weight of the dry soil, ond you hove the soil's moisture
is
defined
by its moisture
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and
it
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time,
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to this lump of soil that is now in a "plastic" state. lf you keep adding water, the soil starts to become
more liquid
as "mud". As water is added to the soil, it behaves like mud, which means it is becoming
describe
what we would often
under
the tire
mushes
and
it
has
no
strength,
than plastic. Everyone knows how easy it is to get stuck in a muddy road. The soil
have
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to
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The
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determined to go from o
45% at the point where the soil goes from a
content is computed as noted above. Let's say our sample had a moisture content of
(LL)",
The liquid limit of this soil (LL) = 45,
plastic state to a liquid state. This is the definition of the soil's "liquid limit
Keep adding more water

Plasticity lndex!!

index" is yet to be defined The
We now have two terms, the soil,s plastic limit and the soil's liquid limit. The term "plasticity
plastic limit'
limit
and
liquid
soil's
,,plasticity index,' of the soil is simply an arbitrary term that relates the values of the
plastic
limit of a soil' or:
the
and
limit
liquid
The ;oil's "plasticity index" is defined as the numeric difference between the
Liquid Limit (LL) - Plastic Limit (PL) = Plasticity lndex (Pl)
ln our sample, the

LL =

45, and the

PL =

20. Thismeansthatthe

Pt=LL-PL=45-20=25.
The soil sample we havejust examined has a "Pl" of 25'

sandy, Non-Plastic!!
visualize placing a sample of the sand on a plate and
Now let's consider a soil that we would commonly describe as a sand.

addwaterinthesamemannerasyouhaddonetotheclaylumpabovelnthefirstplace,thesandsoilsampleprobablywon't
you start wetting the sand sample, you will note that it
remain in a lump when it is picked uf. tt wltt prorauty breik up. when
it did before it became
won,t start behaving as molding clay. lt will essentially behave as

wet lt will not change

until it becomes so

wetthatitisimmersedinwater,butitsbasicnatureneverchanges.Tosaythesandsamplehasaplasticstateandaliquidstateis
notaccurate.ltsimplydoesnotbehaveinthesamemannerasaclay.Youwouldthensaythatthesandsampleis,.sandv.non.
plastic". The sand has no plasticity, therefore, it is described as "sandy' non-plastic" or SNP'
clavs are plastic'
clays. sands and silts are non-plastic, while
This is the primary difference between sands (and non-plastic silts) and

t

sing the System

We are told a lot about a soil when we know its "Pl". Knowing a soil's "Pl" gives us an idea of how that soil will behave under
various conditions and how it will respond as a soil base materialfor construction.
Before we 8et into all that, thou8h, let's finish our descriptions of the soil as determined by the Unified Soils Classification System
as to how the concept of Atterburg limits are used.
As is noted above in the quantitative definitions of soils under the Unified
Soils Classification System, a clay-type soil (C) is dermed to be ,,plastic,,.
This means that a clay soil has a certain "plasticity index", or Pl value, to be described as a clay. Conversely, a sand-type soil (S)
and silt-type soil (M) are described as "non-plastic".
we now have a concept and a methodology for providing for the physical descriptions of soils, and this is all that ls essentially

necessaryfordermingthebasicnatureofanysoil. Nowofcourse,hardlyanysoilexiststhatisjust

sand,

or just

rock, or just clay.

Most soils in nature have combinations of the differenttype soils. The unified soils classification systemiakes these varia bilities
into account by further breaking down the dermitions of the soils as follows:
coARSE GRAINED

solLs

{50% or more of the soil's particles

Soil Description

uscs Svmbol

WellGraded Gravel
Poor Graded Gravel

6P

a

re larger tha n the #200 sieve, or

la

rger tha n microscopic):

GW

Clayey Gravel
Silty Gravel

GC

Well craded Sand

sw

GM

Poor Graded sand
Clayey Sand
Silty Sand

SP

5C
SM

lNote

that these soils are defmed as "non-cohesive", or they do not stick or bond
strongly together when wetted. lt should also be
noted that non- cohesive soils are typically permeable in nature. This means
that water flows readily through non-cohesjve soils.
FINE GRAINED solLs

?

(50% or more of the soil's particles are smaller
than the #2oo sieve, or microscopic or smaller):

Soil Descriotion

LJSCS

Svmbol

Liquid Limit (LL) is 50 or tess:
Lean Clay

CL

(Moderately plastic)

silt

ML

(Non-Plastic)
Organic Clay
(Low to Moderately plastic)

Liquid Limit (LL) is

SO

or more:

Fat Clay
(High Plasticity)

CH

Fat Organic Clay

(Highly Plastic Organic Clay)
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that the plastic soils in these categories are considered "cohesive", or that they bond rather strongly when wetted to a certain
degree by internal soil "cohesion". lt is also noted that cohesive soils are typically "impermeable", which means that water does not
readily flow through cohesive soil strata.

'zNote

But How Hard is the Soil??

ln subsequent discussions, we shall denote clay soils for their relative supporting strength. Generally, clays can be stiff, orhard,or
on theotherhand theycan besoft. Of course, clays can beanythingin between hardand soft. Ahard clay is essentially a clay that
is in itssolid state, or thesoil's moisture content islessthan thesoil's plastic limit. Asoil thatis moderately firm, butnot hard is
probably in its plastic state. The soft soils are approaching the clay's liquid state.
This means that an idea as to how hard of soft a clay soil can be can be had by examining the soil's moisture content, then compare
that moisture content with the soil's plastic and liquid limits. For example, say a clay soil has a plastic limit of 18. The moisture
content of that clay asshown in the soils report boring logs is 15%. This meansthatthis particular clay layer exists in its natural state
at 15%, which is less than the soil's plastic limit of 18%. This would indicate that this soil is in a solid state, and therefore stiff to
ha rd.
The Unified Soils Classification System further breaks down the soil types, but the above are the basicsoiltypes that may
be of

interest to anyone but the soils engineer.

speakingthe Languagel
job specifications use these symbols or similar notations
This is essentially the language of soil engineering. All soil reports and many
lt is now important to relate
to describe the type of soils that exist on ; Site or the type of soils that are to be used for construction
the soil type to its applicability to the construction site.
Constructability of Various Soil TyPes
how they are defmed, we can go on to describe
Now that we have a basic understanding of the normally encountered soil types and
and the foundation design We can glean
development,
project,
the
site
construction
the different soils and how they relate t;the

valuableinsightwithre8ardtothesuitabilityofasiteforoUrparticularprojectbyobservinsafewdetailsaboutthesoil
toour site'
characteristic;of a site, and weshall examinethese characteristics as to howthey apply

with regard to site evaluations Past experience
prospective builder should keep in mind that site
the
However,
ignored.
on a similar site is very useful information and should not be
be greatly improved upon bv a few simple
can
methods
that
existing
common
lt
isalso
conditions can change unexpectedly.
past. ln any case,. €n open mind without accepting
knowledge factors that may have not been commonly practiced in the
every project.
generall; accepted assumptions with regard to local experience should be kept at the inception of
very useful
Local history and common knowledge among building professionals is

Rocky Soil Sites

follow them are wise, like a man who builds his house
As the Bible says in Matthew 7:24-25, "All who listen to my instructions and
winds beat against his house, it won't collapse' for
storm
the
on solid rock. Though the rain comes in torrents, and the floods rise and
rather than as technical building advice'
analogy,
as
a
spiritual
story
this
it is built on rock." while we know iesus was using

true in the world offoundation desiSn'
ThegeologyofanysitethatiscomposedprimaryofrockmustbeUnderstoodbeforeanyplansaredrawn.Rockstratais
are in the flat land

this is more

or

less

planes are horizontal as they often
normally layered in planes if the rock originated as sedimentary type rock. lf the
if the rock layers are inclined as they often
However'
geologic
standpoint'
type country, then a rock site can be vei stable from a
unstable and even hazardous ifthe site is
can
be
rock
site
then
a
active,
geologically
are in mountains or areas that have been
tampered with or otherwise bas its conditions changed'
by slanting layers of rock strata should one
A good example would be a site that is located on the side of a hill which is underlain
removed layers down the bill are no longer
since
by
the
excavate out a level area in this hill, the inclined layers that were supported
wetted, thus lubricatingthe inclined layer'
become
could
rock
layers
the
is conceivable that the planes between

supported.lt

Anylargewetstormmaygreasethe|ayersandcauseanentirelayertoslidedownontheexcavatedareawhereahousemay
exist. This could bury the house and doom the residentsl
geology of the situation' it won't ha ppen to you'
Ithashappenedbefore,anditwill probably happen again lf you understa nd the
need to be considered on a rocky site. who is
factors
A
few
other
iot
be
safe.
so if you build your house on rock, y;; m;y or'may
building directly on the rock can
going to dig the holes for the tounaatiln, and who is going to trench the plumbing tines? obviously,
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contribute substantially to the cost of construction. Say that you want to build a basement, and you plan to build on a nice flat site
where the grass grows. Let's say you've looked over the site, but you don't really know the substrata soil conditions. you hire your
contractor, and he proceeds to dig your basement with his backhoe. Three feet down, be encounters a solid rock layer. You must now
decide whether to continue the basement plans at a much higher cost, or scratch the plans for a basement. A rocky site has definitely
affected your plans. lt wou ld have been nice to have known this from the begin n ing.
The bottom line is that a rocky site adds considerably to the cost of foundation construction, and the hazards of building on a rock
site could be insidious. Often people deal with a rock site by simply building above it with a workable soil layer for a pad.

SandySoilSites
Matthew 7:26-27 says, "But those who hear my instructions and ignore them are foolish, like a man who builds his house on sand.
For when the rains and floods come, and storm winds beat against his house, it willfall with a mighty crash.,,
Well, in some cases
the above can certainly happen, but a whole lot more is involved.
Again the geology of an area is important to understand regarding a site. A sandy site can be a very desirable site for
construction if
the sands are very dense in their natural state. However, a loose sandy site can be a very problematic situation.
The teologic history
has significant bearing on this. lf the sandy site exists because of either being wind-deposited or water-deposited,
the sandy soil
strata will be very loose and subject to significant settlement under heavy or vibrating loadings.
Good examples of wind-deposited sandy sites are site where sand dunes predominate. The
sandy prairies that roll gently are all
wind-deposited sandy sites. lt is probable that these sands are very loose and susceptible
to settlement. Another area of loose sands
would be against the foothills of mountains where alluvial sands or water-deposited sands would
exist against the mountainside. This
same circumstance would exist for sandy sites in or near the bottom of a water
course. These sands will most often be very loose.
on the other hand, sands that have been covered for aeons by layer upon layer of more recent
soils which have subsequently
eroded away are often very dense in their natural state, and are very stable, and
not likely to settle. These sands are often
cementations since they were under high loading pressure along with cycles
of moisture, and have a certain body to them. These
sandy sites are often excellent for construction purposes. A good example of sands
that are dense from historic overburden are the
ogallala sands found in the ogallala geologic formation. These sands were laid when
an area was under the sea, and subsequent layers
of limestone and clays had been placed over these sands over great periods
of geologic time, thus densifying these sands. subsequent

erosion revealed these soil strata at the surface where we may now be contemplating
to build.
As previously noted, sandy soils are of low plasticity, or are non_plastic.
This means that such sandy soils are not subject to structural
ch;nge when wetted as clays would be, as we shall soon describe.
Sands are considered "permeable". This means that water readiiy
flows through sand. This can be good when the subsurface site
dralnage is 8ood, but it can be a problem if the sandy site has a shallow
water table level, and a basement that extends into the water
zone is planned lt can also be a problem if the construction results
in a subsurface zone of water accumulation in iie sana strata.
Generally speaking, sandy soils are. desirable building materials when properly
handled and used because of their non-plastic
characteristics A prope'ly prepared site using sandy soils is often an excellent
site for construction. sands do have some
disadvantages: they are non-cohesive, and trenches for foundations
and plumbing can slough. unprotected sand slopes can be highly
erodible confined sands in a clayey environment can act as an undesirable
subsurface,,reservoir,, for confined moisture.
The bottom line is that all advantages and disadvantages of the
sandy site and its use must be understood in the design of the site
and the foundation system.

ClayeySoilSites

clayey sites can be very good, but clayey sites can bevery

sitesl we

bad.

so how'sthatfor a good generalization regarding clayey

are not given any biblical gu ida nce with regard to buildinga house
on clay; I guess

Again' iflhaven'tsaid it enough, it depends on the geologic hiiory
this is an added feature) the type of clay that .o.por". th" site.

;son it,s so wishy washy!
site configuration, and on (now

that,sihe

ofasite, and the specific

when I say type of clay, I am referring to the degree of
plasticity of the clay, but Iam also referring to the moisture
conditions of the clayey site, . ni' to t ,. r,nn"ir, or stiffness ofthe
clayey site The problem with plasticity of clays is that the more
" reactive that clayistothe
highly plastic theclayis,the more
presence ofand changes inthemoisture content ofthesoil.
Remember from the above discussions ofthe plasticity indexofa soil
thatthe physical nature, the physical state, of a clay

will
change with the changes in the soil,s moisture content.
This is why the concept of plasticity is so important in soils,
and this is where the knowledge of the concept of soir plasticity can
literally makeorbreak the integrity ofa pa rticu la r co nst.uction project!
Fat Clay Sites
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Generally, sites that consist of fat clays, or clays with a high plasticity (Liquid Limit is 50 or greater), are problematic sites. The
following are various site circumstances and the ramifications of those circumstances:
Fat Clays

that are Stiff and Dry in Natural State

This circumstance is very common in arid and semi-arid regions. The fat clays have assumed a natural dry state, and over the aeons
they have contracted to a very hard and solid condition with little in-situ moisture. These soils provide excellent strength and bearing
capacity as long as they are not disturbed by the intrusion of water. These soils can be considered relatively impermeable as water
does not readily pass through a strata of fat clays.
Exposure to water changes the situation. Unfortunately, it is common that new construction on a site of dry and stiff fat clays will
often change conditions regarding the exposure to water once the grade is chan8ed and landscaping and anificial irrigation is begun.
Long term exposure to moisture will cause fat clays to act as a sponge. As these soils become wetter, they become more plastic, and
if sufficiently wetted, they become as liquid. This means that the initial stiffness and natural soil strength is lost as the soils become
more moist, and the soil strata is weakened structurally.
The wea kening of the soil structure is only partofthe problem. As previously noted, fat clays are defined as those clays that have
high plastic limits and high liquid limits. This means that these soils go from a solid state to a plastic state when the soil moisture
content becomes very high. The same occurs as the soils go from a plastic state to a liquid state. This means that these soils take on a
lot of water for any given volume of soil. These soils act like a sponge. They take on tremendous volumes of water, and this results in
swelling, or an increase in the volume of an initial volume of soil.
lf a house that is liShtly loaded happens to rest on these soils that were initially dry but have become wet, then severe problems
with uplift by swelling soils will result. As I have previously said, these fat clays are relatively impermeable. This means that it takes a
long time for fat clays to swell as they are continuously exposed to moisture. This is why fat clays that are uplifting are so insidious,
expensive, and sometimes impossible to completely repair. The soils just keep swellinS. Correction of drainage and exposure to
moisture can help, but often the long term process is on- going and underway for a lon& long time.
As can be imagined, a house with a flexible foundation built on stiff and dry fat clays with poor drainage and lots of landscaping can
make even ole Ray (rebbs miserable.
Most of the construction repairs and lost money due to property degradation in this nation, and probably all over the world, are due
to problems dealing with swelling (and sometimes shrinking) soils.
Typically, people think their house is settling when the structure is actually being subjected to swelling or uplifting soils. The portions
of the house that are exposed to excessive moisture, such as around exterior perimeter of the house, tend to uplift. However, the
portions of the ilouse such as those near the center where no moisture changes take place do not change in elevation, This makes the
homeownerthink the house has settled in the center.
ln reality, though, the house has uplifted around the edges. Of course, the more irregular the perimeter and the more rambling the
house, the greater are the notable resulting wall, floor, and ceiling cracks. lMost horror stories are the result of the above scenario.
Fat Clays that are Soft and

wet in a NaturalState

As previously noted, fat clays that arewetand soft are weak. This meansthatsuch a soil strata has very little foundation bearing
capacity. Heavily loading footings in such soils will result in a slow settling action. This settling is the result of a phenomenon known as
"consolidation". Wet and soft fat clays are "compressible". ln the process of consolidation, the structurally-loaded clays that are
"compressible" are subjected to pressures that cause the water to be literally squeezed out of the soil strata. The opposite
mechanism from the swelling of wetted soils now takes place. The moisture is squeezed out of wet, soft clays, and the clays are
reduced in volume. This means the clays are shrinking, which can result in settiinB.
As previously noted, fat clays are relatively impermeable. This means that this consolidation action, or the squeezing of water out of
the soils can be a slow process. The soiis will slowly compress under constant load until the water pressure (commonly known as pore
pressure) reduces down to a stable level.
Another problem regarding shrinkage of soils due to drying by atmospheric conditions can occur. The direction of shrinkage by air
dryinB is different than the problems associated with consolidation. Fat clays that shrink by air drying will appear as one would find at
a drying lake bed. ln a dry lake bed, the bed soils form large cracks and fissures over the surface. These cracks can extend into the soil
strata a few inches, or several feet. lmagine the same situation in the vicinity of a house that had initially wet and soft fat clay soils, but
are then forced to dry due to changing conditions. The clays will shrink and crack or fissure just as the lake bed does. This may cause
some settlement, but the main problem is in the fact that the cracks and fissures have provided avenues for more moisture should the
site ever be re-watered. The result would be an even treater moisture intrusion had the site never been allowed to dry.
This is why it is important that any landscaping on any site be kept as moderate, but consistent. Erratic irriSation can be a major
detriment to a structure with any site, but particularly one with fat clays.
One can imagine the result of consolidating soils beneath a structure. Of course, the heavy industrial-type structures are much
more sub.iect to damage under these conditions than would lightly-loaded residential structures be. Keep in mind, though, that many
residential structures have heavy concentrated loads at fireplaces, etc., and the resulting differential movements can be devastating.

Fat Clays at Optimal Moisture Content and Compaction

Sofar,all ofourdiscussion regarding construction offat clays bas been one of strife and misery. Truly, fatclay sites have been the
nemesis of the construction world, particularly in home construction.
However, even poor sites of fat clays can be dealt with and used successfully. Proper knowledge and treatment are essential
elements to successful construction on fat clay sites.
The efforts must be two-pronged the site must be modified and properly prepared, and the foundation system must be designed to
accommodate the pressures of both uplifting and compressive soils.

The proper preparation ofa site typically will involved processing asmuchofthesoil strata as possible to obtain thesoil ata
optrmal moisture content and compactron.

Later in this booklet I shall discuss site preparation with regard to moisture and compaction. However, let it be assumed at this
point that fat clays can be compacted to a maxlmum reasonable density at a moisture content that renders the soils relatively strong
and relatively impermeable by a processof moisture distribution and remoldingto a moist, butfirm, state.
Under these optimal conditions, the soil will not be as susceptible to additional moisture intrusions, becaure optimal soil conditions
help sealthe soilfrom moisture intrusion. Additionally, the placementof initial beneficial moisture as a part ofthe soil structure
means that the swelling action will be minimized to a reasonable degree. The proper compaction of these soils lead to a stronger, less
reactive soil layer.
Lean Clay Sites

All of the conditions noted at fat clay sites also apply to lean clay sites. However, lean clay sites are basically safer and more easily
prepared. The swelling and shrinkage potential is lower, and the compressibUity is not normally as severe in lean clays as in fat clays.
The same actions and precautions noted for fat clays also apply to lean clays. The difference is that lean clays cut a little more slack
with regards to swelling potential due to moisture intrusions. Lean clays that are initially dry can absorb moisture just as fat
clays can. However, the difference lies in the fact that the lean clays reach a plastic limit and subsequently the liquid limit at moisture
contents that are lower than the fat clays.
The end result is that the lean clays do not swell to the same degree as the fat clays, nor do they become as compressible as the fat
clays. Lean clays are more easily processed and compacted when used as embankment till soils or when lean clay sites are to be
improved by optimal moisture and compaction conditions.
All in all, properly prepared and designed lean claysoil sites are considered to bethe most versatile, inexpensive to build on, and
consistently performing sites of all the possible soil types to be built upon. lt is imperative that the guidelines noted for fat clay sites be
also strictly adhered to for the lean clay soil sites.

SITE SOILS INVESTIGATIONS

We have discussed the nature of soils, and the ramifications of how soils affect the constructability and conditions on a particular
site-

Now, we need to discuss how it is determined what type of soils exists on the prospective construction site.
The site investigation can consist of a simple site visit, or it can involve comprehensive subsurface soils exploration measures with
extensive laboratory analysis. weshall discuss various levels of soils investigations and will relate those levels to the probable needs
of the construction project.

SiteVisit
Oftentimes, an observation of the site conditions of the proposed construction proiect will offer significant information for the
knowledgeable observer who is awareofwhat he is lookingfor. Combinedwith past local experience and local convention, a site visit
may properly suffi.e for the site soils investigation. This all depends on his experience of an area, and the consistency of the te.rain in
the vicinity of the new site compared to his past experience.
An example of such a site would be a residential lot in a development that was well established with other homes on sites of similar
terrain to the site under consideration. care should be taken, though, because oftentimes the residential lot may have been disturbed
by either excavations or by embankment construction- one must be assured that any embankment work had been properly
controlled by a good set of specifications during the construction .process.
lf the site has been processed in some manner, it can be expected that naked soil without well-rooted vegetation exists.lt can be
expected that soil was either moved from or to the site. By using a shovel, the soil down to a depth of one to two feet should be
8

turned up. Thesoil should be examined. Doesthesoil appearto be a fat clay, lean clay, orsand? lf shrinkage cracks are noted on
the surface that extend down more than a few inches, it can be expected that the soils are fat clays. The overall site drainage should
be determined, and assurance of no flood zone should be established. ls the soil loose, powdery, and composed of broken clods? This
indicates the recompactive effort was poor or non-existent. Poor compaction of any embankment fill soil will create all those
problems noted with sands, fat clays, and lean clays. Obtain a sample of the soil, and try to determine how clayey or sandy that soil is.
Take it to a laboratory for analysis. Have in-place soildensity (compaction) tests performed in the field, if necessary.
After observing the site-specific conditions, observe any structures that exist in the immediate vicinity. Note the construction and
the apparent performance of that construction.
Try to obtain a feel for the general geology of the site. Are rock outcroppings visible at nearby elevation changes? Are there water
courses in the immediate vicinity? Do significant terrain features such as canyon walls, mountains, or hills exist in the area?
Excavations from other nearby construction projects may be very helpful. Much information can be gleaned from the evidence
provided by local features.

Subsurface Soils Explorations
One normally thinks in terms of hiring a soils engineer to perform a subsurface soils analysis. ln many cases, this would bethe next
step. However, the cost of a formal soil engineer's exploration can seem expensive. When you hire us, we are obligated to give you a
professional opinion concerning the conditions of the subsurface soils. That's why I would hesitate just to go look at a site informally
for you. You would then take what I said as gospel truth whether I had performed any engineering work on the project or not. lf later a
problem arose, you would then seek me out. lf you are going to seek me out under those circumstances, I would have like to have
had sufficient information necessary to make the properjudgement and receive reasonable compensation for my work.
You could, of course, perform your own subsoil investigation if you feel relatively comfortable with identification of soil types and
with soil conditions. By hiring a backhoe, you can dig small trenches as deep as ten feet, and you can observe the condition of the soil
as the shovel retrieves the soil from the trench. A good backhoe operator can perform three or four of these trenches in an hour. So
for less than a hundred bucks and a little of your time, you can perform a pretty fair "do-it-yourself" sub surface soils investigation.
The only problem is that if you miss some significant evidence in your confident manner of soils analysis, or if there is a problem
deeper than 10 feet, you could cause yourself more grief than not. lf in doubt, always discuss the situation with a soils engineer, and
be prepared to pay him for his time and allow him to do the minimal testing he may recommend.
The same goes for the site preparation and foundation design. The soils engineer may offer useful tips for the site preparation and
foundation design that may save you a great deal of grief down the road. He may even be the best person to provide the foundation
design.

Formal Soils Subsurf ace lnvestigation
Several advantages resultfroma professionalsoil investigation and exploration program. Thesoils investigation provides logs ofthe
soil types, moisture contents, soil strengths, water levels, and general comments with regard to the terrain and site geology. The
astute soils engineer will abnost always want to personally visit the site, so you should be willing to compensate him so he can do so.
The good soit engineering report shall provide alternative recommendations for foundation design types for the particular site The
report should also warn the potential builder of any special problems that the site may present. Recommendations regarding proper
site preparation should be offered. Specifications with regard to that site preparation will be provided. Recommended soil strength
parameters such as atlowable foundation soil bearing capacities, lateral soil strengths, and soil Atterburg limit values with soils

classifications should be provided.
Oftentimes, the soils exploration report shall provide useful information that may be needed for a pavement desiSn.
A formal soils subsurface exploration should be conducted any time the
site could potentially offer design problems, when the structure is loaded !r,/ith more than very light loadings, when deeper
foundation systems are being contemplated, or any tbne the comfort zone for the soil conditions of a site is in question.
The subsurface exploration report shall present the soils data on records of subsurface exploration logs. The knowledge you have
gained earlier in this booklet regarding the Unified Soils Classification System will help you interpret the soils information on those logs

for yourself.
For example, remember from the discussion of in-situ soil moisture contents for clays that showed a soil to exist at a moisture
content below the soil's plasticity index.Thiswould indicatethatthe soil as shown in the logsto be relatively hard, and not soft. Had
the soil report shown the soil moisture content to fall between the plastic limit and the liquid limit of the soil, then the soil layer would
be expected to be firm to soft.
A foundation design concept
Thesoil reportshallstatespecificallyastowhetherthesoilsarerocky,sandy,leanclays,fatclays,etc.
shall be presented that shall match the site with the foundation design.
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PART II. SITE PREPARATION

This part of the booklet is devoted primarily to the various aspects of site preparation and the job specifications that provide the
guidance for appropriate site preparations.

Exotic site improvement scenarios are offered by specialists such as subsurface soil grouting, improvements of soils by chemical
treatments, vibration compaction, etc. These specialty methods can have their place in a project. However, we shall limit our
discussion to basic site improvement and site preparation technology that is common and commonly performable by local resources.
The principles of site preparations remain relatively simple in concept, but as with other aspects of soils and foundation engineering,
the ramifications regarding site p.eparations can become relatively complex. We shall attempt to lay out the basics as building blocks
so that the more complex problems can be dealt with one step at a time.
As previously noted, the typicalsite soils investigation and exploration should provide sufficient information with regard to site and
job-specific site preparations. However, these recommendations will only be based on the principles to be presented.
Different methods of site preparations are presented. However, most site preparations involve the movement or the processing of
soils. This involves both excavation and embankment construction. Principles of proper embankment construction must be
examined prior to any discussion of site preparations as follows:
Embankment Construction -

lmproper moisture control and poor compaction of any earth moving task is a major contributor to foundation and structural failure. I
have found that the problem with appropriate earthwork construction is the lack of understanding of the problems associated with
earthwork when it is placed improperly. We shall discuss the basic principles of proper moisture in earthwork and the compaction
control of that earthwork. The concepts are relatively simple once one has a basic understanding of how soil responds under varying
conditions.
The key to good earthwork construction is proper compaction at a moisture content that fosters the maximum densification, or
compaction, of a particular soil. As we discussed earlier, the earth is composed of many types of soils that react to environmental
conditions

in relatively unique ways. Therefore, it can be expected that the treatment of different type soils will require

an

understanding as to how those soils can be expected to respond under different conditions. The principles of earthwork treatment
are basic, though, and we shall discuss these basic principles, then apply those principles to the various cateSories of soils we may
encounter.

Moisture-Density Relations of soils
The proper preparation of any site of any soil involves obtaining the proper moisture content and in-place density of that soil on the
site.
Let's examine the characteristics of soils with regard to their physicai ramifications. We can start by doing a little experimenting in
our kitchen. We go outside and with our shovel get a coffee can full of soil. Let's say this soil has been bakin8 in the sun and is
relatively dry. Wejustpilethatloosesoil in the coffee can untilthesoil is level with the rim of the can. We then take a rod or hammer
and pound on our soil sample in the can, We notice that the soil settles in the can and after rodding and pounding the soil for a while
we can see that soil sample now takes up a lot less space. The level of the soil may be one or two inches lower than it was when we
first started pounding on the soil. By this action, we have compacted the soil. The weight of the soil is the same, because nothing was
removed from the can, and nothing was added to the can. However. the soil now ta kes up less space, or less volu me.

oefinition of Soil Density
We have cha nged the density of the soil bythisaction. Densityofsoil is defined by the weight of the soil in a given volume. Density
is measure by the weight per unit volume. For example, we typically measure soil in terms of pounds per cubic foot. A soil that
weighs 125 pounds per cubic foot (pco has a higher density' than a soil that weiShts 110 pounds per cubic foot
Let's get back to our coffee can soil sample. The weight of the soil in the can does not change. Let's say the soil weighs five pounds;
but let's say the volume of the full coffee can is one cubic foot (this is not realistic, but I am trying to keep the numbers simple for this
discussion).Thismeansthatthedensityofthissoil wou ld be five pounds per cu bic foot (5 lb. d ivided by 1 cu.ft. = 5 lb/cu.ft.). After we
pounded, or compacted that soil in the coffee can, the soil now is level at some distance down in the can. The compacted soil takes
up less volume. Let's say the new volume is now 0.8 cubic feet. This means that the new density of this same soil would now be five
pound in 0.8 cubic feet (S lb./ 0.8 cLr.ft. =6.25 lb./cu.ft). The compacted soil sa mple h as a h igher density tha n the uncompacted soil
sample.
Effect of Water in Soil
Now let's consider the effects of moisture on a soil's ability to be compacted. Water serves as a lubricant to compaction in soals.
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By thoroughly mixing a proper amount of water in a soil sample, the soil can be compacted to a higher density than that same soil
sample without the proper moisture.
The amount of moisture is important, though. Not enough water will not provide enough lubricant to all the soil particles to
mzximize optimal compaction conditions. Too much water, though, will in effect, flood the soil particles. At this point water starts to
replace the soil particles, and maximum or optimal compaction cannot occur under those conditions. The key to proper and optimal
conditions for soil compaction is to fmd the proper amount of water that a particular soil needs, properly mix that water into the soil,
and then compact that soil with energy.

FindinS Maximum Density at Optimum Momure Content

Let's go back to the kitchen and experiment with our coffee can of soil. Note the level of the soil in the can after it has been
compacted without the addition of water. Now remove the soil from the can and add water to the soil and mix it in. Replace the soil
in the can, and compact that soil. Try to pound or compact the soil with the same effort or number of blows as you did the first time
on the dry soil. Now note the level of the compacted soil with moisture in it. You will find the soil had been compacted to a new level
that was lower than the dry compacted soil. This soil takes l]p less volume for the same amount of weight. This means the soil has
increased in density.
Experiment further with the soil with increasing amounts of water mixed
into the soil. You will find that the volume of the compacted soil continues to decrease with each additign of water up to a point.
However, yor-, will find that after adding so much water, the volume will go up. At this point, water has begun to replace the soil, and
the soil/water combination now takes up more volume than soil with a content of water, The soil sample with the lowest volume
indicates the maximum optimal compaction. The amount of water in the soil at this point is noted. This moisture content is the soil's
optimum moisture content.

Different Density/ Moisture Contents for DifferentType SoilsAs we have previously noted, the water in the soil acts as a lub.icant to the particles of soil to affect the soil's ability to be
compacted. We have learned that the size of the soil's particles help determine the way we classify soil by the Unified Soils
Classification System. lt stands to reason, then, that soils with different particle sizes will react differently to different levels of soil
water content.
Since sands and Sravels contain larger particles, lesswateris necessary to lubricate those particles. Asoil with small particles have
more surface area that would need to be lubricated than soil with large particles. This means, then, that sands and gravels require less
water per unit volume to obtain optimum moisture for compaction than do soils of smaller particle sizes, such as clays.
Clays, as we have learned, have particle s:zes that are microscopic. This means that more water is needed to lubricate the particles
inclays. since morewateris needed for clays, it standsto reason thatthe maximum compacted density of clays will be lessthan that

ofthe sands and gravels.

This all means that every type soil has its own unique maximum density and optimum moisture content for proper compaction.
Generally, sandy soils have heavier maximum density values than clay, but at lower moisture contents than clays.

Diff erent Soils Require Different Treatment

Every soil type must be treated in its own unique manner to obtain proper compaction on the site. Clay soils tend to be more
difficult to mix in the proper moisture than sandy soils because clay soils don't readily break upfor the assimilation of moisture
evenly throughout the soil; and since clays are relatively impermeable, it is more difficult to thoroughly mix soil throughout the
soil without breaking it up into very small pa.ticles. Clays can be difficult to work with; and fat clays are more difficult to process
than lean clays Sandy soils usually break up easily under kneading action, and since they are more permeable, mix with water more
easily and thoroughly, thus making sands usually more workable.

ln-Place Density/Moisture Content ofSoils on the Jobsite

For any project where earthwork is involved, and soils are to be compacted to optimum conditions, it is important to properly
monitor the compactive effort and moisture contents of those soils.
lests methods have been devised to provade for that mon itoring activity. The soil in thefield must be tested. sincewe knowthat
the maximum density and optimum moisture content of the soil ls the most important information necessary to ensure proper
compaction, we have tests that measure the in-place density and moisture content of that soil.
1,2

The in-place densjty and moisture content of the soil on the jobsite can be measured by various methods. The old-fashioned way to
do this is to obtain a sample of the soil that has been compacted, then measure the hole that the sample was obtained from. The
sample is then weighed, the moisture content of the sample is determined, and the in-place density of the soil is computed in a similar
ma n ner to the way we were doin8 in the kitchen ea rlier. The volume of hole is measured by various methods such as falling the hole
with sand, then measuring the amount of sand left in the hole (this is the Sand Cone Method (ASTM D-1556) Note - ASTM stands for
American Society of Testing lvlaterials, and thenumber isthe test designation number necessary for writing ofjob specifications),
or by forcing a balloon devise that fills the bole with a volume of water contained in the balloon, and the volume of the water is
measured. The in-place density is computed in a similar manner (ASTM D-2167). The modern method of determining in-place soil
density is by use of a nuclear densometer. This devise automatically measures the density and moisture content of the soil by
measuring and automatically calibrating the number of nuclear gamma rays that pass through a given volume of soil. The more
gamma rays that get through mean the lower the density of the soil. lt works kind of like an X-Ray. This method is known as the
nuclear densometer method (ASTM D-2922).

Moisture-Density Relations of Soils

of little use unless we know the maximum density and optimum moisture content for a particular
reason, the American Society of Testing Materials (ASTM) has devised test methods for determining the maximum
density and optimum moisture content for soils.
The methods are very similar to our kitchen soil density experiment. The test is called the Moisture-Density Relations of Soil, or
often called the "Proctor" test. The test is performed in the laboratory on a loose sampleof the soil being used for the embankment
construction. The test is very simple. The technician mixes different amounts of moisture in the sample and compacts the soil using a
ram of a given weight over a given number of blows to the sample. This results in a series of soil density values for each different soil
moisture content, A curve is drawn to show which combination of soil and moisture provides the maximum possible density for that
The iobsite in-place density test is

soil. For this

soil. The result is the maximum soil density at the optimum soil moisture content

Standard/Modified Moisture Density Relations of soils
Different compaction standards exist in the American Society of Testing Materials. Each moisture density relations of soils test method
(ASTlvl
employs a different amount of compactive energy. The primary tests used by the construction industry are the "Standard Proctor
,'Modified proctor (ASTM D-1557)". The Standard Proctor dictates a ram that weighs 5.5 pounds that falls 12" in three
O-698);, and the
lifts of soil. The Modified proctor dictates a ram that weighs 10 pounds that falls 18" in five lifts of soil. This essentially means that the
Standard Proctor requires less compactive effort than the Modified Proctor.
with lower
So if a job specifies the Modified Proctor, the embankment soil will be compacted at a higher maximum in-place density
job
densities
in-place
that
the
specifies
iobsite
moisture content than would a project that specifies the Standard Proctor. The typical
minimum
require
a
specifications
that
it
is
common
For
example,
iob
must meet a minimum percentage of the specified Proctor test.
content.
compaction of 95% based on the Standard Proctor. Often, the job specifications also require a limit on the allowable moisture
plus
within
Proctor
95%
of
the
Standard
meet
at
least
density
in-place
jobsite
a
minimum
may
state
that
specifications
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For example

or minus

3% optimum moisture content.

95% maximum density on soils that are specified to meet the Modified
proctor than would be expected for the Standard Proctor. Many contractors who did not understand the significance of building
embankment to meet Modified Proctor requirements find themselves in trouble when they cannot obtain the required density.
Typically, the Modified proctor will be specified on projects where heavy industrial loads or vibrating loads call for very strong soils.
hand,
Generally, soils compacted as per Modified Proctor standards will be stronger, tighter, and less likely to settle. On the other
fat clay ;oils that are placed using the Modified Proctor for lightly loaded structures are more likely to swell lf wetted. Proper care
a panicularjob
should be taken during the writing of job specifications to ensure the proper standard is applied
application.
As would be expected,

it is much more difficult to obtain

to

A Unique Moisture-Density Relations for Each Soil

As previously noted, every soil that is used for embankment construction has its own unique maximum density or optimum
moisture content regardless of whether the Standard or Modified Proctor is used'
less water and will
The fat clays will require more water, but will have lower maximum soil density values. Sandy soils will require
test'
Density"
the
called
"Relative
have higher maximum density values. Granular soils require a completely different test method
moisture
and
optimum
density
maximum
unique
The point is that every site and every soil borrow source shall require its own
content value.
_tJ

Ihe variability of soils on any site is often a source of argument and disagreement on the jobsite. lt is important that the contractor, the
owner, and the testing agency be cognizant of possible changes in soils as a project progressesin its embankment construction. Soils can
vary f rom site to site, a nd even at different depths in a soil borrow pit. lt is important that all parties be awareofthis possible va ria bility.
For example, it is possible that the embankment soil at the be8inning of a project is considered to be clayey sand which requires less
water and has a relatively high maximum density. As the borrow pit is excavated, the soil could become less sandy and mgre clayey,
but still have a similar visual appearance. Meanwhile, the contractor is fmding that he cannot compact the soil enough to obtain the
minimum allowable density. lt is possible that the soil has changed enough so that the new soil would have a lower maximum density
at a higher moisture content, which would happen if the soil became more clayey.
Should tests start to fail, or conversely be very high, for no apparent reason. and the soil processing and compactive effort not change,
then it is possible that the soil has changed, and the Proctor value should be checked for possible change by the laboratory.
On any embankment construction jobsite, all parties involved should assume the responsibility of helping to assure the proper Proctor
test standard is being used for the appropriate soil.
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JOBSITE PREPARATION

Few sites exist that are ready
any foundation system.

to build

upon.

Most sites require some type of preparation or modification

prior to the

placement of

The most simple and least expensive preparation is just the removal of on-site vegetation with moderate leveling. This may be all that
is required in some circumstances. However, should the site consist of dry, fat clays, problems may result. Should the site consist of dry

loose sands, problems can result. Generally, building on a site in its natural state is inferior to almost any type of site modification.
Exceptions do exist, but in most cases, some thought over site improvement or modification may serve very well to the overall structure
performance.

Preparations or LevelSites or ClayeY Soils

It is common practice to simply grade off a site and begin excavating for footings and plumbing. However, if the soil consists of dry
future problemscan be
and stiff fat clays, the possibility of problems down the road exists as previously discussed. Some of the danger of
minimized by proper site preparation. During this effort, the drainage conditions of the site can be improved'
recompaction at maximum
The swell potential of dry and stiff fat clays can be reduced by mixinS water in these soils, followed by
the soil and to help
to
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with
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weakening
and
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eventually
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that
seal the soil from excessive intrusions of
greater than one foot, but the deeper the better, and
oftentimes it is not practical to perform this reprocessing of the soils to depths
but as previously noted, lean clays do not present
every little bit of improvement helps. The same conditions for lean clays would apply,
as severe a problem as

fat claYs.

Preparations of Non-Levelor Site Requiring Embankment Fill
all, on any site that is to be leveled using embankment soils' it is
oftentimes it is necessary to adjust the grading of the site. First of
site should be terraced prior to embankment construction to
important to place all embankment soils Jn levJl layers. Any sloping
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it is
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Comments on the TYpes of Soils Used for Embankment Construction

RocksandGravels-Generally,useofrocksandgravelsforembankmentfiltcanresultinexcellentembankmentconstruction.

However,thegradingandsizecombinationsoftnerockandgravelmustbeofsuchanaturethatnovoidsintheembankment
thick lifts if no voids are allowed to be

oi .olt, gravel, sand, and soil can be placed in relatively
grade is approached, more finely graded materials will be
present. However, such soits are poo, to. firie goaing, so when the final
proper compaction. The best way to mohitor such work is to
required. unfortunately, it is not possiUi" to pr-operlylest rock fill for

construction are left. Good

continua lty observe

.,*,rr".

to ensure that

a

weiigrJed

materia

I

is placed

a

than
nd that no voids remain. No flat rocks should be placed-other

flat, large boulders must be filled in with smaller materials' etc
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Sands - Properly placed, sands are excellent materials for embankment construction. Sands are easily worked for mixing of water,
and require little processing for the obtain,ng of maximum density. Non-cohesive sands can be a problem for equipment that has
relatively concentrated, heavy loadings such as small-tired trucks. Small heavily-loaded tires tend to rut in sands and can become stuck.
Sands are excellent structural materials when confined, but can be difficult to deal with when near the surface or in a condition of non-

confinement.

Trenching for foundations and plumbing can be a problem in non-cohesive sands. Sands must be used with care where
steep slopes and possible problems with erosion exist.
Thin sand embankments should not be used over impermeable clay bearing soils. The sands will tend to collect ancidental moisture.
The moisture will not harm the sand normally. However, the presence of moisture in the sand above an impermeable clay layer can
lead to problems as the clay layers are continuously exposed to the moisture in the overlying sands. The same condition would occur
for trenches that are backfilled in a clayey soil environment. Sand filled trenches may collect incidental moisture, which could act to
damage the adjoining clayey soil layers.
silty soils must be dealt with in a similar manner to that of sands. There are very few soil formations that are pure silt. silt is normally
combined with clays or coarser sands. usually, embankment construction using pure silts should be avoided except when it is placed
at
greater depths. silts usually are difficult to work in because it is hard to establish a working "body" in the
salt strata, and the strength in
silts is difficult to obtain.

Lean clays - Generally, lean clays can be considered one of the more versatile soil
types for embankment construction. They take
more effort than sands to process for proper compaction, bi.rt not excessively. Lean clays, once p
operly placed and compacted make
excellent trenching soils They can have a very sound texture on the compacted embankment fill
which piovides for excellent working
platforms. Lean clays can be placed over most any type of soil strata wlthout notable
concern as the effect of the clays on the
underlying strata. Lean clays are usually inert trench backfill soils.
Lean clay embankment fills, though, are not very forgiving if not properly processed
or compacted. sands can be adequately
compacted at a large margin of moisture contents. But lean clays react more critically
to variable soil moisture contents. lmproperly
placed and poorly compacted lean clays can cause grief with
swelling and uplifting soils.

Fat clays - some of the hazards of. using_ fat clays for a building
site have been previously mentioned. using fat clays for
embankment fill is not typically desirable for_ normal constructio=n
requirements. However, sometimes no choice exists. lt is
possible' though, that the fat clays can be satisfactory if
used on properly compacted underlayers while using leaner clays to top
the
work out rhe principles of proper processing of the soils for thorouih
mixing of the soil with water for optimum motsture content is
critical with fat clays. Done properl, fat clays may almost perfor.
,at-irfa.aa,ory.
Typically, it is more difficult to mix and process fat clays,
and the compaction effort and water mixing are more critical for fat
clays
than other soil types.
Fat clays are good whenever some type of water retention
structure is required. As previously noted, fat clays are relatively
impermeable Pond liners, dam cores, waste holding ponds, and
dikes often need soils that are relatively impermeable to prevent
leakage ofwater retention structures. ofcorrr", proj"l.
aornpa.tion or any wate, retention structure made offat clays is imperative.
Structural Backfill Construction
Backfill areas usually require special consideration. Typically,
backfill areas are small and difficult to compact. However, poorly
compacted backfill areas often are the source of settlement
and underground drainage problems. All foundation backfjll
should be
compacted using on-site or similar soils These soils for ba(kfill
should b-e properly compacted as noted earlier in thrs report. rmproper
compaction of backfill can lead to soft and saturated backfill
that may either shrink or swell. This can be a particular problem
on
backfill around the interior columns, interior grade beams,
inside of exterior grade beams, and underground utilities
that run near and
parallelto walls and structures.

Drainage Considerations

Proper site drainage both during and after construction is important
to ensure that excessive mgisture does not cause the
weakening of soil structure or the possibility of movement
by iwelling. uany problems with movement of structural
foundations
are a result of variations of soil moisture contents from
.eason to ia.on or by changes in the moisture of the
soil by site rein-situ soit moisture contents in the vicinity or roundations
and floor srabs_on-srade
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Using EmbankmentFills to tmprove Site Conditions
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Sometimes a natural site is a poor site for foundation purposes. The site could be in an area where the static subsurface water table is
near the surface, and the soil strata is very soft and weak. The site could consist of fat clays, and it may be desired to isolate the
foundation from the fat clays. Perhaps the site is too low-lying, and it is desired to bring the elevation to a higher level.
Oftentimes, it is desirable to remove the existing loose or soft soil on a site to be followed by recompaction of these soils or imported
superior soils down to depths that essentially provide a well compacted, improved site.
The emba n kment filt soil accomplishes two tasks under these circumstances. First, aworkablebaseforthenewconstruction has
been established. Smaller footings can typically be utilized. The embankment fill soil acts to bridge overthe soft areas. lt'ssimilartoa
boat placed on a sea. The e mba nkment fill literally floats on the underlying weaker soil, and carries the more concentrated loadsofthe
structure. Second, the embankment acts to spread these loads out so that the influence on the underlying weaker soils is minimized.
The embankment soils do, however, represent conside.able weight. lt is probable that the embankment fill soil will settle into the
weaker soil strata. lf the weaker soil is a compressible fat clay as previously described, this settlement or consolidation process could take
years. Therefore, any time an embankment soil is use to improve a site; the ramifications of that fill on the underlying weaker soils
require some type of consideration. lt may serve well to monitor the emban kment fill soilfora period of time after it is placed to see if it
is undergoing some type of settlement. Should the underlying weaker strata be a sandy soil, it is probable that most of the settlement
will occur as the embankment fill soil is being placed.

FOUNDATIONS/FOUNDATION

DESIGN

lf everything up to this point has been done properly with regard to initial site preparation, then any foundation should perform
adequateiy. However, it is not prudent to depend exclusively on the site preparation. This is why considerable thought and effort should
go into any foundation design.
prudent, that
Anyone can design a foundation system that will work. The idea is to design a foundation system that is conservatively
possible.
as
is
as
low-cost
and
that
interaction,
foundation/soil
considers
the
stress,
that
considers the possibility of unanticipated site
Foundation Systems

A discussion of a few of the basic foundation systems and the sites and types of construction that would use these foundations
systems are considered as follows:

Perimeter Grade Beam/Slab-on grade
The
This type of foundation system is probably the most common and (hopefully) the least expensive of all foundation designs.
typical residentialand light commercia I footing system is this type'
is the type of
Usually, this type of foundation system is adequate and relatively easy and cheap to build. Unfortunately, it
preparation is
poor
site
the
is
and/or
site
problems
if
the
original
greatest
the
experience
is
liable
to
foundation system that
designer to
bv
the
inadequate. The quality and viability of this type of foundation system, of course, depends on the thought utilized
match the anticipated possible soil actions to the design of the foundation features'
perimeter grade beam usually must
Normally, a city code dictates the minimum perimeter grade beam/slab- on-grade system The
The slab-on-grade usually
vertically
and
longitudinally
reinforcing
steel
some
it
must
have
be below frost depth (1.5' to 3.0'), and
be embedded in the slab
is
required
to
steel
wire
mesh
LJsually,
at
least
or
base.
with
sand
be
underlain
4.011
and
must be 3.511 to
the perimeter Srade
soil
Usually,
City codes often dictate the minimal site preparations such as proper compaction o{ the bearing
placement'
beam is formed by a trench excavation, and no backfill is performed after concrete

It is common that the slab under the interior bearing walls of a light structure will not provide for additional support. ln other

slab-on-grade'
words, it often occurs that interior walls that help support the roof and ceiling are supported only by the unthickened
in a city code'
The above describes a minimal perimeter grade beam with slab-on grade as would often be a minimal requirement
my experience
it
has
been
However,
The quality and complexity of perimeter grade beam/slab-on-grade foundations can increase.
additional
cost and
only
a
small
have
found
that
I
that the cost does not increase in proportion to the quality of these type footings.
systems.
quality
foundation
these
of
improve
the
wonders
to
small additional thought and consideration can do
walls will add significant
For example, use of a slab thickening of six to eight inches along with longitudinal steel beneath all interior
By thickeningthe slab-onlabor.
no
additional
and
basically
additions
minimalcost
with
onty
foundation
the
integrityto
stiffness and
slab-ongrade by one incli and by use of small diameter reinforcing steel versus wire mesh one can add considerably to the stiffness of a
quality
ofthe
system'
proportion
additional
to the
grade, and the additionalcost is small in
very stiff, and
A well-designed perimeter grade beam combined with interior grade beams as once required by HUD are excellent,
proportionally low as
higher,
are
still
somewhat
though
even
of
these
systems,
the
cost
and
systems,
foundation
invulnerable
almost
but the extra trouble is often
compared with the received product. ltistrue that the plumbing ismore difficult with such systems,

worth the effort.
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Another type of perimeter grade beam/slab-on-grade system is the post- tensioned slab construction system. These foundation
efficient and effective foundation systems. Special skills and design knowledge are required for such systems. lf
the installer has these skills and knowledge, the system is excellent.
lf the system is designed and installed by someone less
systems are very

knowledgeable, the system can be worse than no system at all.

Residential Pier.and-beam

Typically, a residential pier-and-beam type structure consists of a perimeter grade beam that extends around the house and is
deep enoughto penetrate the frost zone of the soil. The perimeter grade beam is configured in a slmilar manner to the perimeter
grade beam on slab-on- grade systems, lnterior piers typically consist of about ten inch diameter concrete pedestals that penetrate one
foot or more into the soil subgrade. These interior piers are typically spaced at six to seven foot intervals. lnterior piers can be
substituted by usin8 interior Srade beams. The floorin8 is typically wood. However, it is possible to design these structures with
structuralslabs, or self supporting slabs. These typestructurescanuseeitherinteriorpiersorinteriorgradebeams.
Usually, these type footings are relatively safe from soil uplift problems except in extreme cases. The prima ry fou ndation movements
I

have observed with pier-and-beam footings are when severe plumbing Ieaks have caused flooding in the subfloor, and the soil beneath
the interior piers have been weakened. Underthese circumstances, the relatively heavily loaded piers have settled.

Shallow Spread Footings with Slab-on-grade
Commercial aod li8ht industrial single-story structures that are

to be built

on

relatively good and consistent sites or on properly

placed embankment fill soils often use a shallow spread footing with floor slab-on, grade.
The same basic principles that apply to the above noted perimeter grade beam/slab-on-grade system for lightly loaded
residential and
small commercial structures are essentially the same for this type of foundation design system.

usually, the perimeter footings for these lar8er structures (warehouses, large discount stores, supermarket buildings, mall
structures,
etc.) consist of spread footings placed two to five feet below the surface. These spread footings support a stem wall of typically
eight to

ten inches in width.

It is norma lly necessa ry to backfill adjacent to the ste m wa ll over the spread footing on both the inside a nd outside of
the building wa ll.
This backfill must be placed as per adequate compaction and moisture content requirements just as any
embankment fill soil would
require Failure to properly compact these backfiu soils will result in settling and/or uplifting of soils adjacent

to the stem walls.
Typically, these structures require column footings on the interior of the structure. lf the
footings consist of shallow
spread footings, it is probable that the interior corumn footings sha I arso be shaflow spread footings.
The slab-on-grade on these structures are usually. but not necessarily, reinforced with small diameter reinforcing
steel running in
two directions. The slab at the perimeter can either rest directly on the stem wall, or it can be placed adjacent to
the stem wall.
Reinforcing steel or dowels are usually placed between slab and the stem wall to ensure horizontal or vertic;l
displacement does not
occur between the slab and the stemwall. Such differential displacements could result in cracks in masonry and adjacent
walls.
The interior columns are usually separated from the slab-on-grade with a construction joint. However,
dowels or reinforcing steel
ties the slab to the column's footing to ensure no vertical displacement occurs between the slab and the column footing.
sometimes,
the column footinB and the slab- on-grade are designed monolithically. However, such a design can result in some
cracking in the slab
should the columns flex under wind loads, etc.

exterior.

General Comments Regarding Slabs-on-grade

Typically, a sand or porous underfill layer of about 4" depth is used for non-engineered slab-on-grade. Vapor
barriers beneath the
slab or sand layer are a matter of discussion. some buildings use no vapor barrier, and no
exists, except in extreme
circumstances of flooding of the sub8rade, that we know of that shows a problem with moisture rising
"rid"na"
from the subgrade through the
concrete slab. Usually, the subgrade soils are not exposed to sub-slab moisture from natural occurren;es at
the typi;al site that is not
exposed to water near the subgrade level. Many structures have used a plastic vapor barrier both
over and below the sand Iayer. The
vapor barrier over the sand tends to keep the work area more clean, and prevents evaporation of moisture
from the fresh concrete
to improperly dampen the sand base (this will result in si8nificant slab shrinkage cracking). However, if the placed concrete is
too
wet, the vapor barrier will prevent the absorption of excess moisture into the sand, and the concrete will
be weakened, and cracks
will result. Essentially, the designer needs to determine for himself which method he prefers; advantages and disadvantages
exist
either way. The use of the moisture barrier beneath the sand layer, and being certain that the sand
base is properly dampened
during the placement of concrete is probably the most preferable.
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Multi-StorySpread Footings
Spread footings or spot footings are often used on sites where multi-story structures are to be supported. Site preparation is not
normally an issue for these structures, because it is common that these structure's foundations will be excavated deep into the natural
soils. These footing designs are used when the site is a relatively sound site with little variability. Spread footings are also typically used
when the soil strata consists of dense sands. lt is important that the load intensity on these type structures be relatively consistent
to avoid variable stress on the structure caused by differential 5ettlement. These type footing rely primarily on the underlying soils for
support. lf these footings are sufficiently deep below the surface, the bearing capacity on these footings is increased due to the suppon
of the adjacent overburden soils. Oftentimes, these structures will have slab-on- grade at the lower levels or ground level. Slabs-ongrade of these structures are usually tied with reinforcement, but hardly ever are they placed monolithically so that structural stresses
are not passed on to the floor slab-on-grade.

Drilled Pier Foundations

Drilled pier foundation systems are popular in commercial, industrial, multi-story, and bridge structures. Drilled piers are installed by
using drilling excavation equipment, then the shafts are steel reinforced, then are filled with concrete.
It mayor not be required to case the pier shafts. Firm a nd cohesive clayey type soils usua lly will stand unsupported for short periods

of time. When non-cohesive sands are on the site, or if the soil strata above the bearing depths are weak and cannot suppon vertical
walls, then pier casing is required. Drilled piers can be designed so a "ream" or a "bell" can be placed at the bearing surface of the pier.
This provides for a greater effective bearing area for the pier, and for added uplift resistance using only small additional quantities of

concrete.

Of course, the soil strata must be capable of supporting itself unless additional suppon such as a slurry backfill is used. Drilled

piers are a versatile footing design. Structural bearing support can be gained from both the end bearing at the bottom of the pier, and
the side wall friction of the pier can provide some structural support. Drilled piers can be used when the initial site preparation or the site
conditions near the surface are marginal. Fortheadditionalconcretecalledforbydrilledpiers,onegetsaprettygoodbangforhi5buck.
Use of drilled piers is not typically advisable when the soil strata consist of loose sands. Drilled piers tend to provide relatively
heavy and concentrated structural loads on a soil. Loose sands should not be loaded with heavy concentrated loadings, because a
phenomena known as "Plunging" can occur. This means that a pier heavily loaded in a loose sand can "punch" downward until the
surrounding sands are densified enough to stop the settling action.
Driven Piling Foundations
A driven pile foundation system requires specialized equipment and a capable crew to be properly placed. However, driven piling
foundations can be very efficient, dependable, and versatile foundation designs.
A driven pile consists of a treated wood, reinforced concrete, or steel shaft (tube, square, H shaped, etc) that is driven into the
ground by a power driven ram. The pile can be driven into a pre-cut pilot hole, or it can be driven into previously undisturbed ground.
The penetration rate of the driven pile provides a good measure of how much resistance that pile can be expected to bear for structural
bearing. ln other words, the number of ram blows required to drive the pile a given distance down provides information as to how much
loading that pile can be expected to withstand. A major advantage of driven piling is in the fact that piling can be continually driven untal
penetration bearing is obtained. ln the case of steel piling, the piles can be added indermitely to by welding additonal lengths until bearing
is obtained.

in the im mediate vicin ity of the pile group. This meansthat properly driven
piling not only provide good support for a structure, they also improve the strength of the soil in the vicinitY of the pile group. Driven piling
can be very effective in loose sand strata, primarily due to the densification action of combined pile groups. Care in driving is required

Drivingpilinginagroupinanareatendstodensifythesoil

though if large rocks or boulders exist in the strata, The driving action can damage the piles when the rocks are encountered or the
penetration resistance information can be false if subsurface boulders fall in the path of the driven pile.
Whenever bedrock exists below a poor or marginal site, use of driven piling can be very useful. This is particularly true in areas
where the surface soils are incompetent or water laden such is often the case in areas adjacent to rivers or bays where bridges are
placed. Many bridges use driven pilin8 for their foundation support. Sheet piling is often used to provide retaining wall or water
retention structural support. Sheet piles are similar to regular piles, except that they are wide and are tied together side by side as
they are driven, thus providing a wall to serve as a retaining structure.
Driven pilingcan lose credibility when used in soft clays. LJnless a sound layer of clay or rock is encountered, it may be difficult
to obtain penetration resistance in soft clay strata. This is because the driving action of the piling tends to drive up the water pressure in
thesoil inthevicinityofthepile,andthiswater,orporepressure.weakensthesoil. However, by allowing the piletorestfora period of
time, the pore water pressure dissipates, and the clayey soils adjacent to the pile regain strength to some degree. This is why a pile can
be driven and penetration not obtained, left overnight, then the driving continues to find penetration obtained in the first few blows.
piles are
Continued driving will result in "breaking through" though, and penetration resistance falls again. Static load tests on these
sometimes required.
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Mat Foundations
Mat-type foundations can be very useful and versatile where the sites are marginal and the structure is such that it can be designed to
a thick slab of reinforced concrete that can structurally support all ofthe structure and its
supports. The structural loading is distributed into the mat so that the soil loadings are uniform across the structure. The size of the
mat is designed so that the nonuniform structural loads are eventually distributed on the soil evenly. A mat footing is used often for
multi-story buildings, for tower structures, and for heavy industrial structures where many heavy, variable, and vibrating loads are
anticipated. Mat-type foundations can be expensive, but they can be designed to be virtually indestructible.

actasoneunit. A mat foundation consists of

Raft Foundations
A raft foundation is structurally similar to a mat foundation. The raft structure is designed monolithically in a similar manner to that
of the mat fou ndation. However, the raft foundation is essentially a "hollow" mat foundation. lnstead ofthe mat being composed of
solid concrete and steel, the raft foundation system is designed similar to that of the hull of a ship.
A raftfoundation system essentially "floats" on the soilstrata. Thefoundationsonaraftsystemutilizesthe"buoyancy',ofthesoilto
support it. since the raft foundation is "hollow" such as a ship floating on water, the raft structure's relative weight per unit volume of
space within the raft structure as very low. As a result, it can float. This type of foundation system is useful in loose sands, or where the
static water level is near the surface- The ultimate unit loadings of a raft foundation system are typically very low, and the system can
be used on almost any type site. However,thestructuralrequirementsandloadingsontheindividualcomponentsoftheraft
foundation system are high. This means significant structure and reinforcing inside the raft structure.

Combaned Foundation Systems

Good foundation engineering design often combines one or more of the above noted foundation systems to provide the least
expensive and most dependable foundation system. A thorough knowledge of both structural reactions and roil-to-structure interface
is essential in any well engineered foundation desiSn system. However, great savings of time and money may
be at hand if sufficient
thought and attention are provide for the most efficaent and safe foundation design system_
For example, a combination that comes to mind is the combination of a mat and a drilled pier foundation
system for a heavily loaded
structure such as a bulk material containment structure such as a grain silo. Such a system would be very useful where near,surface
soil
is fair to marginal while the underlying soils at, say, the twenty foot depth are very sound. Such a foundation system
could take
advantage of the marginalsurface soils while being enhanced by the underlying pier footings.
Most structures could probably be improved with lower costs by an appropriate combination of different foundation
styles. Only the
limits of the imagination of a knowledgeable foundation designer will dictate.

Specialty Foundations
Most specialty foundations are nothing more than basic foundation systems that are placed by special methods or that use special
materials These type systems are called for when the site conditions dictate more tha n ordinary methods. some of these methods
are
conducive to existing foundations in need of repair or remediation. A few examples with brief descriptions are provided as follows:
Hollow Auger Pier systems - oftentimes it is desired to place drilled piers, but the soil strata is either below the
static water surface
or the soils are otherwise incompetent A hollow auger pier system drills down through the soil to the bearing depth. At the bearing
depth, the hollow auger is filled with concrete or grout under pressure. The auger is slowly extruded from the excavation.
As auger is
extruded, the pressurized concrete or Srout is forced into the space made available as the auger is extruded. once the
auger is
removed, reinforcing steel is pushed down into the cemented hole, thus resulting in a reinforced pier.
Helical Piers - Helical piers are often used to help underpin in-place structures that are in need of additional support or remediation.
A helical pier is a form of perma nently insta lled auger that is drilled into the grou nd until it refuses to auger further. Th
is friction
resistance acts to provide bearing support. These systems are relatively versatile in that they can be used
in loose sands, soft clays,
water bearing strata, and in just about any strata that allows some depth of penetration before refusal.
Hydraulic Pipe Piers- Hydraulic pipe piers behave in a similar manner to helacal piers. Hydraulic pipe piers are placed
by forcing pipe
into the soil strata using hydraulic.ams until refusal is obtained. These systems work well on residentialstructures
that are in need of
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leveling as well as
the soil.

underpinning.

The system can bring the foundation to the desired elevation as the system drives the pipe pier into

Pressure Grouting - Some sites can be improved by improving underlying soil strata in place. A good example would be a loose
sandy soil strata where it is intended to place large loads. By pressure-injecting a strength-enhancing agent such as Portland cement
over a grid of a given area, the loose sand can be converted to a huge block of lean concrete. Such applications are very limited in
applicability.

I have seen such methods tried in firm clay soil sites with no success. lt works in loose sands because the sands readily absorb the
Under such circumstances, the system is effective. ln a clayeY
cement and water mixture in the area surrounding the probe.
circumstance, the system may do moreharm than
proposed grout agent.

good.

Each case must be evaluated and considered

basedon the soilstrata and the

Designed Site Drainage

A common requirement for all foundation designs is proper site drainage. Most problems that occur to foundations are the result of
poor drainage or from water accumulating around foundation systems. ln most circumstances, a simple positive grading around the
structure should be sufficient. Any irrigated landscaping should be designed in such a manner that the foundation system is not
needlessly wetted.
ln areas where the subsurface water levels intersect the structure's foundations, use of subsurface drainage systems such as "French
drains,, or other static water pressure relief may be necessary. Backfill of trench, basement, or footing excavations with sandy soils in a
clayey soil environment can cause poor subsurface drainage if not properly sealed from moisture intrusion. lt must always be remembered
that a new structure of any kind on a site means that the conditions of that site are being chan8ed. ltisprobablethatthechangesonthe
site will change the conditions to new conditions which the foundation soil strata has not previously encountered These changes could
affect the physical characteristics of the foundation soil strata. These possible changes should be anticipated and dealt
with as a part of the design process. All efforts possible should be made to minimize the changes to which the site soil strata are to be
subjected.

INSPECTION AND TESTING

OF

FOUNDATION STRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION

The best site preparation plan and foundation design is of no value unless the site preparation and the foundation installation is done
according to that plan. Awellconceivedplanandspecificationfortheconstructionofthesefeaturesisaprerequisitetoaproperly
construcied project. Most of the failures I have observed with fou ndation systems are not typically the result of improper desiSn. Most
failures are the result of short cuts in the installation of the structure, which is often, in turn, the result of a poor set of specifications
whichareignored.properinspectionandtestingofall phasesofthesitepreparationandfoundationplacementareparamollnt. When
site preparation includes embankment construction, proper testing and monitoring of all phases of the embankment construction are
essential. Job specifications must detail the necessary soil types and compaction requirements for all embankment construction
procedures. preparations for foundation installations are subject to poor practice and abuse unless job specifications and on-going
monitoring of the entire process of the foundation construction is maintained. The foundation form work and the reinforcement steel

placement condition is critical to the proper construction of the foundation system.
All concrete slab work must be placed with great care unlesr you are willing to accept excessive cracking and poor durability. There is
is more workable
a great tendency on the jobsite for the concrete slab work to be placed at high water contents because wet concrete
properly-proportioned
more
readily
than
crack
to
shrink
and
concrete. Wetted concrete is weak concrete, and wetted concrete tends
concrete. However, without proper attention and monitoring effort, slab concrete will inall probability, be placed wetter than
necessary.

"Quality in Construction- A Penny's Effortfor a Pound's Value"

Thisthetitleofanotherbookle havewrittenthatspecificallydiscussesqualityassuranceontheconstructionproject,Forthesakeof

of extra value.
saving every penny, many owners do not want to pay for a penny's worth of quality assurance effoTt for a pound's worth
provision5 for
I've seen too many jobsite problems because of lack of proper quality assurance in the form of poor specifications, no
inspection, and only minimal testing. These extra efforts are indeed very small costs to pay for the best chance you have for a high- value
structure while it's being built.
lf you do not already have a copy of this booklet, I urge you to obtain one before you plan your next project. lassureyou,youwlll
receive a pound's value for only a penny's effort!
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CONCLUSION

I hope you have found this booklet informative and of value to you. The libraries are full of books on foundations and construction
procedures. I'm sure there are some of them that are more informative than this booklet. However, I have tried to relate my experience
in the field of soils, foundations, and structures in terms that the person who must deal with foundation systems, but is not trained in
soils engineering or foundation design can use and understand. I hope I have accompl.ished this task in this booklet. Ihe knowledge I
have accumulated over the years is the result of academic study and my own conclusions after observing many successful foundations
and many failed foundations, Most of the credit, though, to my knowledge in this field must go to those hundreds and thousands of
construction professionals for whom I have worked side by side for all these years. The jobsite supervisors, the equipment operators, the
laborer on the wacker- packer, everyone with whom l've ever worked, these are the people whose corporate knowledge makes it all
work, and I would be remiss if I didn't recognize them.

B.R.

Tillery, P.E.
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Foreword to Version 2
The Texas Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) adopted Guidelines (Version 1)
for residential foundation engineering on october 3, 2002, with an effective date of January 0'1, 2003.
version 2, presented herein, was adopted on october 4, 2007. For reference, the following page
presents specific changes to Version 2.
The Section began this work in 1999. This effort grew out of the response of many Section members to
.199g,
which
addressed residential foundation engineering. Many ASCE practitioners expressed the opinion that
technical guidelines should be created by a technical society such as ASCE rather than by the TBpE.

the Policy Advisory issued by the Texas Board of professional Engineers (TBpE) in

One committee and two subcommittees were formed to address the raised concerns. One
subcommittee addressed the Evaluation and Repair of Residential Foundations (with their Guidelines

presented in a separate document). The Residential Foundation lnvestigation and Design
Subcommittee developed the attached document (Recommended Practice for the Design of
Residential Foundations). The Residential Foundation Oversight Committee provided review guidance
to the two previously mentioned subcommittees.

The three committees were composed entirely of Texas Section-ASCE members who were licensed
engineers. The dollar value of the professional services donated by members of the Design of
Residential Foundations Subcommittee to the effort is conservatively estimated to exceed
$1,000,000.

One goal of the combined Guidelines has been to provide the TBPE with guidance in their evaluation of
complaints brought against engineers practicing residential foundation engineering. The Guidelines are
not intended to be standards, but are guidelines only, reflecting the engineering opinions and practices
of the committee members. They in no way replace the basic need for good engineering judgment
based on appropriate education, experience, wisdom, and ethics in any particular engineering
application. Thus, they are primarily suited as an aid for engineers.
Members of the Residential Foundation lnvestigation and Design subcommittee (2007):

Philip G. King, PE, Chair
Gardner D. Atkinson, Jr., PhD,
David A. Belcher, PE
Robert E. Bigham, PE
John W. Dougherty, PE
David A. Eastwood, PE
Jim Epp, PE
Saad M. Hineidi, PE

PE

Harry M. Coyle, phD, pE
David K. lsbell, PE
Kirby T. Meyer, PE
Toshi Nobi, PE
GaryA. Osborne,
Robert F. Pierry, Jr.,
Marius J. Mes, PhD, PE

PE
PE

Robert P. Ringholz, PE
Michael A. Skoller, PE
Kenneth M. Struzyk, PE
Harry P. Thompson, PE, RPLS
Ed Van Riper, pE
Daniel T. Wi iams, pE

Members of the Residential Foundation Oversight Committee (2007):

Ottis C. Foster, PE, Chair
James G. Bierschwale, PE
Dick Birdwell, PE
Edmundo R. Gonzalez, PE
Richard C. Hale, PE

PE

Philip G. King,
Richard W. Kistner,
Jerald W. Kunkel,
Steven R. Neely,
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Robert F. pierry, Jr., pE
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The following lists the changes incorporated into Version 2:

Item 1. Section 2. DEFINITION OF "ENGINEERED FOUNDATION'
"a. geotechnical engineering information"
Changed to
"a. geotechnical information supplied by a licensed engineer"
Item 2. Section 4. GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION, 4.1 Minimum Field lnvestigation Program
"Field logs shall note inclusions, such as roots, organics, fill, calcareous nodules, gravel and
man-made materials. lf encountered, the depth to water shall be logged. lf the geology or site
conditions indicate, overnight water levels shall be recorded prior to backfilling boreholes.
Additional measurements shall be taken at the directions of the geotechnical engineer."
Changed to
"Field logs shall note inclusions, such as roots, organics, fill, calcareous nodules, gravel and
man-made materials. The presence or absence of free water in the borehole shall be noted. lf
encountered, the depth to water shall be logged. Additional water level measurements shall be
taken at the discretion of the geotechnical engineer."

Item 3. Section 4. GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATION, Subsection 4.3.3.'l
"a. potential Vertical Rise (PVR) as determined by the Texas Department of Transportation
Method 124-E, dry conditions"
Changed to
"a. potential Vertical Rise (PVR) as determined by the Texas Department of Transportation
Method '124-E, using soil moisture conditions from dry to wet. The average vertical stress in the
soil layers should be used in the calculations to derive the PVR"
Item 4. Section 5. DESIGN OF FOUNDATIONS' Subsection 5 1 Design lnformation
"e. special requirements of the project"
Changed to
"e. special project requirements"
Item 5. Section 5. DESIGN OF FOUNDATIONS, Subsection 5.2.2-3PTl
,'c. Maintain the calculated prestress eccentricity within 5.0 inches. Bottom beam reinforcing
should always be used."
Changed to
,,c.
Maintain the calculated prestress eccentricity within 5.0 inches. Bottom beam tendons or
rebar reinforcing should always be used."
Item 6. Section 5. OESIGN OF FOUNDATIONS, Subsection 5.2.2-4wRl
,,c.
The minimum design length (L") shall be increased by a factor of 1.5 with
increased length of 6 ft."
Changed to
"c. The minimum design length (L") shall be 6 ft."

e

a

minimum
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Item 7. Section 5. DESIGN OF FOUNDATTONS, Subsection 5.5.1
"Plans shall be signed and sealed by the engineer of record, and be specific for each site or lot
location. Plans shall identify the client's name, and engineer's name, address and telephone
number; and the source and description of the geotechnical data."
Changed to
"Plans shall be signed and sealed by the engineer of record, and be specific for each site or lot
location. Plans shall identify the client's name, the engineer's name, address and telephone
number; and the source of the geotechnical data.,,
Item 8. Section 5. DESIGN OF FOUNDATTONS, Subsection 5.5.3
"e. the schedule of required construction observations and testing.,,
Changed to
"e. a listing of the required construction observations and testing.,,
Item 9. section 6. coNSTRUCTtoN pHASE oBSERVATtoNS, Subsection 6.3 comptiance Lefter
"6.3.1 At the satisfactory accomplishment of all the requirements of the plans,,...etc.
Changed to
"6.3.1 At the satisfactory accomplishment of the requirements of the plans,,...etc.
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Recommended Practice for the
Design of Residential Foundations - Version 2
By the Texas Section of the
American Society of Civil Engineers

Section 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1

Objective

The function of a residential foundation is to support the structure. The majority of foundations
constructed in Texas consist of shallow, stiffened and reinforced slab-on-ground foundations.
Many are placed on expansive clays and/or fills. Foundations placed on expansive clays
and/or fills have an increased potential for movement and resulting distress.

National building codes have general guidelines which may not be sufficient for the soil
conditions and construction methods in the State of Texas. The purpose of this document is to
present recommended practice for the design of residential foundations to augment current
building codes to help reduce foundation related problems. Where the recommendations in
this document vary from published methods or codes, the differences represent the experience
and judgment of the majority of the committee members.

On sites having expansive clay, fill, and/or other adverse conditions, residential foundations
shall be designed by licensed engineers utilizing the provisions of this document. Expansive
clay is defined as soil having a weighted plasticity index greater than '15 as defined by Building
Research Advisory Board (BRAB) or a maximum potential volume change greater than 1
percent. This provision should also apply where local geology or experience indicates that
active clay soils may be present. We propose that local and state governing bodies adopt this
recommended practice.

1.2 Limitation
This recommended practice has been developed by experienced professional engineers and
presents practices they commonly employ to help deal effectively with soil conditions
that
historically have created problems for residential foundations in Texas. This recommended
practice presumes the existence of certain standard conditions when, in fact, the
combination
of variables associated with any given project always is unique. Experienced engineering
judgment is required to develop and implement a scope of service best
suited to the variables
involved. For that reason, the developers of this document have made an effort to make the
document flexible. Thus, successful application of this document requires experienced
engineering judgment; merely following the guidelines may not achieve a satisfactory resutt.
Unless adherence to this document is made mandatory through force of law or by contractual
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reference, adherence to it shall be deemed voluntary. This document does not, of itself,
comprise the standard of care which engineers are required to uphold.

1.3

Adopted Changes

The Texas Section of the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) has adopted procedures
for changing the guidelines. ln general, those interested in submitting changes for
consideration by the Section should access the website at www.texasce.org, and follow the
instructions for submitting changes. Changes may also be submitted in writing to the Texas
Section-ASCE, 1524 S. lH-35, Suite 180, Austin, 78704, phone 512.472.8905. fax
512.472.5641 . Anonymous changes will not be considered. Those submitting changes should
include contact information, state why a change is proposed, include applicable calculations if
appropriate, and provide altemative language to incorporate the change. The appropriate
committee will consider the changes, and from time to time the Texas Section may adopt the
changes and issue revised Guidelines.

2of
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Section 2. DEFINITION OF "ENGINEERED FOUNDATTON"
An engineered foundation is defined as one for which design is based on three phases:

a.

geotechnical information supplied by a licensed engineer

b.

the design of the foundation is performed by a licensed engineer

c.

construction is observed with written documentation

These phases are described herein.
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Section 3. DESIGN PROFESSIONALS' ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
3.1

Geotechnical Services
Prior to foundation design, a geotechnical investigation and report shall be completed by
a geotechnical engineer.

3.2 Design Services

The foundation design engineer shall prepare the plans and specifications for the
foundation, and shall be the engineer of record. The foundation shall be built in
accordance with the design. The engineer of record shall approve any design
modifications. The geotechnical and foundation design engineering may be performed by
the same individual.

Gonstruction Phase Services
The engineer of record shall specify on the plans that construction phase observations
shall be incorporated into the foundation construction. These activities shall be performed
by: the engineer of record or a qualified delegate. The qualified delegate may be a staff
member under his/her direct supervision, or outside agent approved by the engineer of
record. The observation reports shall be provided to the engineer of record. The
engineer of record shall issue a compliance letter as described in Section 6.3.
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GEOTECHNICAL INVESTTGATION

Minimum Field lnvestigation Program
The geotechnical engineer, in consultation with the engineer of record, if available, shall
lay out the proposed exploration program. A minimum exploration program for
subdivisions shall cover the geographic and topographic limits of the subdivision, and
shall examine believed differences in geology in sufficient detail to provide information
and guidance for secondary investigations, if any. The geotechnical exploration program
should take into account site conditions, such as vegetation, depth of fill, drainage,
seepage areas, slopes, fence lines, old roads or trails, man-made constructions, the time
of year regarding seasonal weather cycles and other conditions that may affect
foundation performance.

As a minimum for unknown but believed to be uniform subsurface conditions, borings
shall be placed at maximum 300 foot centers across a subdivision. Non-uniform
subsurface conditions may require additional borings. One soil boring may be sufficient
for a single lot investigated in isolation for a simple residence under 2500 square feet.
However, more borings may be required on sites having fill, having large footprints, or
noticeably varying geological conditions such as steep slopes or locations near known
fault zones or geological transitions.

a minimum of 20 feet in depth unless confirmed rock strata is
encountered at a lesser depth. However, if the upper 10 ft of soils are found to be
predominately cohesionless, then the boring depth may be reduced to 15 ft. Borings shall
extend through any known fill or potentially compressible materials even if greater depths
are required.
Borings shall be

All borings shall be sampled at a minimum interval of one per two feet of boring in the
upper 10 feet and at S-foot intervals below that. ln clayey soil conditions, relatively
undisturbed tube samples should be obtained. ln granular soils, samples using standard
Penetration Tests should be obtained. Borings shall be sampled and logged in the field
by a geotechnically trained individual and all borings shall be sampled such that a

geotechnical engineer may examine and confirm the driller's logs in the laboratory.

Exploration may either be by drill rig or by test pit provided the depth requirements are
satisfied. Sites, which are obviously rock with outcrops showing or easily discoverable by
shallow test pits, may be investigated and reported without resorting to drilled borings.
Field logs shall note inclusions, such as roots, organics, fill, calcareous nodules, gravel
and man-made materials. The presence or absence of free water in the borehole shall be
noted. lf encountered, the depth to water shall be logged. Additional water level
measurements shall be taken at the discretion of the geotechnical engineer.
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Minimum Laboratory Testing Program
The geotechnical engineer, in consultation with the engineer of record, if available, shall
develop the laboratory testing program. Sufficient laboratory testing shall be performed to
identify significant strata and soil properties found in the borings across the site. Such
tests may include:
a. Dry Density
b. Moisture Content
c. Atterberg Limits
d. Pocket Penetrometer Estimates of Cohesive Strength
e. Torvane
Strength Tests
g. Swell and/or Shrinkage Tests
h. Hydrometer Testing
Sieve Size Percentage
Soil Suction
k. Consolidation

f.
i.
j.

All laboratory testing shall be performed in general accordance with the American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) or other recognized standards.

4.3 GeotechnicalReport
4.3.1 Report Contents
Geotechnical reports shall contain, as a minimum:
a. purpose and scope, authorization and limitations of services
b. project description, including design assumptions
c. investigative Procedures
d. laboratory testing Procedures
e. laboratory testing results
logs of borings and plan(s) showing boring locations

f.

g. sitecharacterization
h. foundation design information

i.

and recommendations

Professional Engineer's seal

4.3.2 Site Characterization
The geotechnical engineer shall characterize the site for design purposes. The
report shall comment on site conditions which may affect the foundation design,
such as:
a. topography including drainage features and slopes
b. trees and other vegetation
c. seeps
d. stock tanks

6ol
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fence lines or other linear features
geologic conditions
surface faults, if applicable
subsurface water conditions
areas of fill detected at the time of the investlgation
other man made features

Foundation Design lnformation and Recommendations
Reports shall contain the applicable design information and recommendations
requested by the engineer of record for each lot in the project. lf the engineer of
record is not known at the time of the geotechnical report, the following design
information should be presented, if applicable.

4.3.3.1 Soil movement potential as determined by the estimated depth of the
active zone in combination with at least two of the following methods
(identify each method used):
a. Potential Veftcal Rise (pVR) as determined by the Texas Department
of Transportation Method 124-E, using soil moisture conditions from
dry to wet. The average vertical stress in the soil layers should be used
in the calculations to derive the pVR.
b. Swell tests
c. Suction and hydrometer tests
d. Linear Shrinkage tests
e. Any other method which can be documented and defended as good
engineering practice in accordance with the principles of unsaturated
soil mechanics

4.3.3.2 BRAB design information including:

a. Climatic Rating (C*) of the site
b. Weighted Ptasticity lndex

c.

Bearing capacity of the soil

4'3.3.3 Post-Tensioning lnstitute

(pI)

parameters (using their most current

design manual and technical notes) including:
a. em and y, for edge lift and center lift modes (The

b.

c.

y,

in the pTl
design manual are based on average climate controlled soil
movements and the design recommendations should take into account
the added effect of trees and other environmental effects, as noted in
the PTI design manual).
Bearing capacity of the soil.
lf suction values are used to determine the depth and varue of suction
equilibrium or evaluate special conditions such as trees, the values
7 of17 -
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shall be determined using laboratory suction tests. y. determination
shall be based on suction profile change and laboratory determined
values of suction-compression index.
d. e, and ym shall be reported for design conditions for suction profile
varying from equilibrium, and for probable extreme suction conditions.
4.3.3.4 Wire Reinforcing lnstitute (WRl) parameters including:
a. Climatic Rating (C*) of the site
b. Weighted Plasticity lndex

c. Slope Correction Coefficient (C")
d. Consolidation Correction Coefficient

(Co)

4.3.3.5 Deep Foundation (pier/pile) design information including:

a.
b.

c.
d.

Bearing capacity and skin friction along the pier length
Pier types and depths, and bearing strata
Uplift pressures on the pier and estimated depth of active zone (pier
depth must be below the active zone and provide proper anchorage to
resist the uplift pressures)
Down drag effects on the Piers

4.3.3.6 Shallow foundations (including

post and beam footings)

design

parameters.
a. Bearing capacity and footing depth
b. Minimum bearing dimension

4.3.3.7 Soil treatment method(s) to reduce the soil movement potential and the
corresponding reduction in predicted movement.

4.3.3.8 Lateral pressures on any retaining structures or on piers undergoing
lateral forces.

4.3.3.9 Trees and other site environment concerns that may affect the foundation
design. lnformation useful for design and construction of residential
foundations is presented in Appendix A.
4.3.3.10 Moisture control procedures to help reduce soil movement.
4.3.3.1 1 Surface drainage recommendations to help reduce soil movement.
4.3.3.1 2 Potential for load induced settlement.

4.3.3.13On sloping sites, recommend whether a slope stability analysis is required
due to possible downhill creep or other instability that may be present.
4.3.3.14The presence and methods of dealing with existing and proposed fill. Fill
criteria useful for design and construction of residential foundations is
presented in APPendix B.
4.3.3.1 5 Geotechnical considerations related to construction.
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Section 5. DESIGN OF FOUNDATIONS

5.1

Design lnformation
The foundation design engineer shall obtain sufficient information for the design of the
foundation. This may include:

a.

information gathered by a site visit
b. the subdivision plan, site plan or plat
c. the topography of the area including original and proposed final grades
d. the geotechnical report
e. special project requirements
the project budget

f.

g. the architectural elevations and floor plans and sufficient additional architectural
information to determine the magnitude, construction materials and loca1on of
h.

5.2

structural loads on the foundation
exposed or architectural concrete schedule, if applicable

Design Procedures for Slab on Ground

5.2.1 The foundation engineer shall utilize one of the following methods, with the
modifications presented in this section, as a minimum:
a. BRAB
b. Finite Element
c. PTI
d. WRI
e. other methods which can be documented and defended as good engineering
practice

5.2.2 lnput variables for residential slab-on-ground foundations shall be as follows:
5.2.2.1 BRAB:

a.

Use the current design manual and technical notes, and the following
design provisions:
a.1 Regardless of the actual beam length, the analysis length
should be limited to a maximum of 50 ft; and
a.2 Use a maximum long term creep factor as provided in ACI 318,
Section 9.5.2.5.

5.2.2.2 Finite Element:
a. use soir support parameters that can be documented and defended as
good engineering practice in accordance with the principles of
unsaturated soil mechanics:
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Use a cracked moment of inertia for beams that exceed the cracking
moment; and
Use a maximum design deflection ratio of 1 / 360 (deflection ratio is
defined as the maximum deviation from a straight line between any two
points divided by the distance between the two points).

5.2.2.3 PTt:

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.

Use the current design manual and technical notes, and the following
design provisions.
Provide minimum residual average prestress of 100 psi.
Maintain the calculated prestress eccentricity within 5.0 inches.
Bottom beam tendons or rebar reinforcing should always be used.
lf the computed concrete tensile stress at service loads, after
accounting for prestress losses, exceeds 4r/f", provide bonded
additional reinforcement at the top or bottom of the beam as required
by tensile forces equal to 0.0033 times the gross beam section. The
transformed area of steel may be used to determine a new stiffness
value for the beam.
The e, and y, in the PTI design manual are based on average climate
controlled soil movements and the design analysis should take into
account the added effect of trees and other environmental effects, as
noted in the PTI design manual.

5.2.2.4 WRI:

a.
b.
c.

Use the current design manual and technical notes, and the following
design Provisions.
Regardless of the actual beam length, the analysis length should be
limited to a maximum of 50 ft; and
The minimum design length (LJ shall be 6 ft.

5.2.3 DesignConsiderations
The foundation design engineer should consider the following (deviation shall be
based on generally accepted engineering practice):

5.2.3.1 The latest ACI publications.

5.2.3.2 Exterior corners may require special stiffening. This can be accomplished
with diagonal beams or parallel interior beams near the perimeter beams'

5.2.3.3 Provide continuous beams at reentrant corners. For post tensioned
foundations, all exterior and interior beams should be continuous' For
conventionally reinforced beams, interior beams may be discontinuous as
long as the beam is continued a distance equal to at least twice the Lc
distance.
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5.2.3,4 Provide stiffening beams perpendicular to offsets (such as fireplaces or
bay windows) in perimeter beams when the offset exceeds 18-inches.

5.2.3.5 Provide interior beams at concentrated loads such as fireplaces, columns
and heaw interior line loads.
5.2.3.6 Sites with soil movement potential (see Section 4.3.3.i) exceeding 1.0
inch should have special design considerations such as strengthened
sections, revised footprint, site soil treatment, or structurally suspended
foundation if any of the following conditions is present:
a. a shape factor (SF) exceeding 20, (SF = perimeter squared divided by
area)
b. extensions over 12 ft.

5.2.3.7 slab-on-ground foundations with piers shall be designed as stiffened soil
supported slabs for heave conditions and as structurally suspended
foundations with the beams and slabs spanning between piers for
shrinkage and settlement conditions. piers shall not be attached to the
slabs or grade beams unless the connections and foundation systems are
designed to account for the uplift forces.
5.3 Design Procedures for Structurally Suspended Foundations

5.3.'l

Structurally suspended floors supported by deep foundations shall be designed in
accordance with applicable building codes.

5.4 Design Procedures for Footing Supported Foundations

5.4.1 Design

in accordance with applicable building codes.

5.4.2 Shallow individual or continuous footing foundations should not be used on
expansive soils, unless the superstructure is designed to account for the potential
foundation movement.
5.5 Minimum Foundation Plan and Specification lnformation

5'5.1 Plans shall be signed and sealed by the engineer of record, and be specific for
each site or lot location. plans shall identify the client's name, the engineer,s
name, address and telephone number; and the source of the geotechnical data.

5.5.2 The engineer's drawings shall contain as a minimum:

a.
b.

a plan view of the foundation locating all major structural components and
reinforcement
sufficient information to show details of beams, piers, retaining walls, drainage
details, etc., if such features are integral to the foundation

11
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sufficient information for the proper construction and observation by field
personnel

d. information or notes addressing minimum perimeter and lot

drainage

requirements

5.5.3 The engineer's specifications shall include as a minimum:

a. descriptions of the reinforcing or pre-stressing
b. concrete specifi cations including compressive

cables and hardware;
strengths;

c. site preparation requirements;
d. notes concerning nearby existing or future vegetation and the required design
e.

features to accommodate these conditions; and
a listing of the required construction observations and testing.

5.5.4 The engineer's plan shall address site fill:

a.

b.

The plans shall address fill existing at the time of the design or to be placed
during construction of the foundation and shall require any fills which are to
support the bearing elements of the foundation to be tested and approved by a
geotechnical engineer assisted by a qualified laboratory (Bearing elements of a
suitably designed slab-on-ground foundation are defined as the bottoms of
exterior or interior stiffener beams.)
The plan shall require that a geotechnical engineer issue a summary report
describing the methods, and results of investigation and testing that were used,
and a statement that the existing or placed fills are suitable for support of a
shallow soil-supported slab-on-ground, or that the foundation elements should
penetrate the fill to undisturbed material. see Appendix B for more detailed
information on fills.
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Section 6. CONSTRUCTION PHASE OBSERVATTONS

6.1

Responsibility for Observations
Construction phase observations and testing shall be performed In accordance with this
document.

6.2

Minimum Program of Observation and Testing

At a minimum, foundations should be observed and tested as applicable to determine

a.
b.

c.

d.

whether:
exposed subgrade soils are prepared in accordance with the plans and specifications;
fill material and placement are in accordance with the plans and specifications;
pier placement, size and depth meet plans and specifications;

foundation elements, including reinforcement, meet plans and specifications

immediately before concrete placement;
e. concrete properties and placement meet plans and specifications;
for post tension slabs, stressing meets the specified elongation and stressing load of
each tendon; and.
g. specified site grading and drainage has been constructed.

f.
6.3

Compliance Letter

6.3.1 At the satisfactory accomplishment

of the requirements of the plans and
specifications, the engineer of record shall provide a letter to the client indicating,
to the best of his knowledge (which may be based on observation reports by a
qualified delegate as defined in Section 3.3), the construction of the foundation
was in substantial conformance with:
a. the minimum standards of practice presented in this document; and
b. the engineer's prans and specifications incruding any modifications or
alterations authorized.

6.3.2 A non-compliance letter shall be issued if the construction of the foundation did not
meet the requirements of Section 6.3..1

.
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APPENDIX A
IMPACT OF MOISTURE CHANGES ON
EXPANSIVE SOILS

Most problems resulting from expansive soils involve swelling or shrinking as evidenced by
upward or downward movement of the foundation producing distress to the structure. The
difference between the water content at the time of construction and the equilibrium water
content is an important consideration. Potential swell increases with lower initial moisture
content, while potential shrinkage increases with higher initial moisture content. Moisture
contents and shrink/swell movements may vary seasonally even after equilibrium is reached.
Precipitation and evapotranspiration control soil moisture and groundwater levels. A slab will
greatly reduce the evapotranspiration rate beneath the slab and partially reduces the inflow
due to precipitation or irrigation because of groundwater's ability to migrate laterally.
Therefore, soils beneath a slab are frequently wetter than soils at the same depth away from
the slab. However, a wet season may result in wetter conditions away from the slab than
under the slab. With time and normal precipitation patterns, the soil moisture profile will retum
to its normal condition. Seasonal variations in soil moisture away from the slab will generally
occur fairly quickly. Seasonal variations in soil moisture beneath the slab will be slower. ln
addition roots from trees and large vegetation will seasonally remove moisture from nearby
soils.

Wetting of expansive soils beneath slabs can occur as a result of lateral migration or seepage
of water from the outside. lt can be aggravated by ponded water resulting from poor drainage
around the slab or landscape watering. Leaking utility lines and excessive watering of soil
adjacent to the structure can also result in foundation heave.
Foundations can experience downward movement as the result of the drying influence of
nearby trees. As trees and large bushes grow, they withdraw greater amounts of water from
the soil causing downward foundation movement. The area near trees removed shortly before
construction may be drier and subject to localized heave.
Some construction and maintenance issues include the following:

a.
b.

In general, set top of concrete at least eight inches above final adjacent soil grade for
damp proofing.
For adjacent ground exposed or vegetative areas, provide adequate drainage away
from the foundation (minimum five percent slope in the first ten feet and minimum two
percent slope elsewhere). The bottom of any drainage swale should not be located
within four feet of the foundation. Pervious planting beds should slope away from the
foundation at least tvvo inches per foot. Planting bed edging shall allow water to drain
out of the beds.
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Gutters or extended roof eaves are recommended, especially under all roof valleys.
For adjacent ground exposed or vegetative areas, all extended eaves or gutter down
spouts should extend at least two feet away from the foundation and past any
adjacent planting beds.
d. Avoid placement of trees and large vegetation near foundations (taking into account
the water demands of specific trees and vegetation).
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APPENDIX B
IMPACT OF FILL ON FOUNDATIONS

B.1 FILL
Fill is frequently a factor in residential foundation construction. Fill may be placed on a site at
various times. lf the fill has been placed prior to the geotechnical investigation, the
geotechnical engineer should note fill in the report. Fill may exist between borings or be
undetected during the geotechnical investigation for a variety of reasons. The investigation
becomes more accurate if the borings are more closely spaced. Occasionally, fill is placed
after the geotechnical investigation is completed, and it may not be detected until foundation
excavation is started.

lf uncontrolled fill (see discussion below) is discovered later in the construction process, for
instance, by the lnspector after the slab is completely set up and awaiting concrete, great
expense may be incurred by having to remove reinforcing and forms to provide penetration
through the fill. Therefore, it is important to identify such materials and develop a strategy for
dealing with them early on in the construction process. Fill can generally be divided into three
types: engineered fill, forming fill, and uncontrolled fill. These three types of fill are discussed
below.

B.1.1 Engineered Fill
Engineered fill is that which has been designed by an engineer to act as a structural
element of a constructed work and has been placed under engineering inspection,
usually with density testing. Engineered fill may be of at least two types. one type is
,,embankment fill," which is composed of the material randomly found on the site, or
imported to no particular specification, other than that it be free of debris and trash.
Embankment fill can be used for a number of situations if properly placed and
compacted. "select fill" is the second type of engineered fill. The term "select" simply
means that the material meets some specification as to gradation and P.1., and possibly
some other material specifications. Normally, it is placed under controlled compaction
with engineer inspection. Examples of select fill could be crushed limestone, specified
sand, or crusher fines which meet the gradation requirements. Select underslab fill is
frequently used under shallow foundations for purposes of providing additional support
and stiffness to the foundation, and replacing a thickness of expansive soil. Engineered
fill should meet specifications prepared by a qualified engineer for a specific project, and
includes requirements for placement, geometry, material, compaction and quality
control.
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B.1.2 Forming Fill
Forming fill is that which is typically used under residential foundation slabs and is
variously known as sandy loam, river loam or fill dirt. Forming fill is normally not
expected to be heavily compacted, and a designer should not rely on this material for
support. The only requirements are that this material be non-expansive, clean, and that
it works easily and stands when cut. lf forming fill happened to be properly compacted
and inspected in accordance with an engineering specification it could be engineered
fiil.

8.1.3 Uncontrolled Fill
Uncontrolled fill is fill that has been determined to be unsuitable (or has not been proven
suitable) to support a slab-on-ground foundation. Any fill that has not been approved by
a qualified geotechnical engineer in writing shall be considered uncontrolled fill.
Uncontrolled fill may contain undesirable materials and/or has not been placed under
compaction control. Some problems resulting from uncontrolled fill include gradual
settlement, sudden collapse, attraction of wood ants and termites, corrosion of metallic
plumbing pipes, and in some rare cases, site contamination with toxic or hazardous
wastes.

B.2 Building on Non-Engineered (Forming Or Uncontrolled) Fill
Foundations shall not be supported by non-engineered fill. To establish soil supported

foundations on non-englneered fill, the typical grid beam stiffened slab foundation is required
to penetrate the non-engineered fill with the perimeter and interior beam bottoms forming
footings. Penetration will take the load supporting elements of the foundation below the
unreliable fill. Penehation could be accomplished by deepened beams, spread footings or
piers depending on the depth and the economics of the situation. Generally, piers
are most
cost effective once the fill to be penetrated exceeds about three feet, but this depends on the
foundation engineer's judgment and local practice. Floor systems shall be designed to span
between structurally supported foundation elements.
Pre-existing fill may be classified as engineered fill after investigation by the geotechnical
engineer. The approval may depend on the fill thickness, existence of trash and debris, the
age of the fill, and the results of testing and proof rolling. The geotechnical engineer must be
able to expressly state after investigation that the fill is capable of supporting a residential slabon-ground foundation.
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Reinforcing Steel Conversion Table
U.S. Customary to Metric

Steel Reinforcement Conversion Table
Sizes and Dimensions
Nominal Diameter in lnches
Metric Bar Designation
U.S. Customary Designation
(not
including the deformations)

10

#6
#7
#8

0.375
0.500
0.625
0.750
0.875
1.000

#9

7.728

29

t+5

#4
#5

13
1b
19
22
25

This manual is provided as an aid to homeowners, builders, and specialty contactors. lt was created
in an effort to provide a simple to understand manual intended to meet and exceed the minimum
standards set forth in the lnternational Residential Code. This manual does not take into account
all possible situations and requires the permit holder to ensure site conditions permit the use of
this manual.

It is important to know this manual is based on the assumptions that the proposed building site
contains native soil and all subgrade/fill material has be compacted to a minimum 95 percent of
maximum density and shall be within 2% of optimum moisture content as determined by ASTM
698, Standard Proctor, in lifts not exceeding 1"2 inches (305 mm) in depth.
The following individuals, companies, and references contributed to this publication:

Amarillo Testing & Engineering
Bernard Ray Tillery, P.E.
Zachry Engineering
Timothy Pillsbury, P.E.
Abra hamson & Associates
George W. Abrahamson NSPE, CSI
Dana Walton, AIA
Western Builders
Lo van Pham P.E.
American Concrete lnstitute (ACl 318-11)
Wire Reinforcement
City of Amarillo Construction Advisory and Appeals Board
Structural Standards Foundation sub-committee
nt of Building Safety
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This publication provides interpretive drawings considered to comply or exceed the requirements of
chapter 4 of lnternational Residential Code and are approved for use in One & Two Family Dwellings in
the following municipalities:
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City of Amarillo
City of Canyon
City of Dimmitt
City of Friona
City of Herford
City of Tulia

This material published April 2077 for use with the lnternational Residential Code.

It is not intended to replace the basic need for good engineering judgment based on appropriate
education, experience, wisdom and ethics in any particular engineering application.

